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Brilliant Gathering at Alvarado-SplendiAddress by Hon. H. O. Bursum
Upon New Mexico's Hopes and
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Both Make Head- Tigers Go Down Be- For Second Time in Nations History a
fore Pirates in
quarters in Dona
President of the United States Steps
Final Test
Ana County
on Foreign SoilImposing Military Display in Pass
01 AT KEiilHER ORGAN DETROIT ISJGOOSE EG5ED
;
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d

'
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Grace Dona Rosa and Ben- Rather Surprising Result of El Paso, Texas, Oct. 16. With served. President Diaz returned to
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 16 In the representing the New York newsComclosing minutes of the banquet last papers, B. B. Cheney of the Santa Fe,
pomp and ceremony never before wit- - Juarez, his departure from American
Today's Meet on the
to
V.
SoloH.
occasion,
Governor
took
Andrews,
Curry,
nessed in this country, W. H. Taft. soil being marked by another salute
night, President Taft
Diamond.
of mon Luna, Mayor - F. H. Lester, Ber-tolOrganized.
panies
in
who.
those
rebuke
spite
President of the United States, and of 21 guns. Hardly had he left when
sharply
Porfirio Diaz, President of Mexico, President Taft. escorted by three
the promise of the support for stateSpitz, H. O .Bursum, Secretary
weath16.
for years has held the destinies troops of cavalry, three batteries of
who
toOct.
hood given by the President seemed Nathan Jaffa, Chief Justice W. J.
The
Mich.,
were
Detroit,
filed
Incorporation papers
to doubt that the Republican platform Mills, Judge Abbott, Judge Pope, day in the office of Territorial Secre- er is clear but cold today for the last of the great republic in the hollow of artillery and a regiment of infantry
The
promises will be made good.
Judge McFie, Judge Cooley, Judge tary Nathan Jaffa by the Grace Dona game of the world's championship. his hand, met here and exchanged started the return visit and for the
when
a
is
"It
right
said:
President,
Mechem, Judge Parker, T. B. Catron Rose Mining Company of Kent, Dona All the injured Detroit players are formal greetings of good will and second time in history, the President
in the line up.
It is accorded you but not a right till of Santa Fe, A. B. Fall of Three Riv- Ana county, with capitalization of
friendship. The meeting took place of the United States stepped upon
The President ers. Charles Ilfelrl of Las Vetras. Chirk
closed doors of the Chamber foreign soil. Leaving his guard af
it. is accorded you."
behind
The line up Pittsburg Byrne, 3b;
divided into 2,000.000 shares.
said he had to maintain a repuuu.uu M
w
g strickler A A Jones The New Mexico agent is Gerard W. Leach, cf. ; Clarke, If.; Wagner, ss.; of Commerce building with only the the border line, Taft was escorted to
d
the Mexican carriage by members ot
for truthfulness and could do no more q
D Hand Qf
yy Kent and the company begins busi- Miller, lib.; Abstein, lb.; Wilson, rf.; secretaries of Taft and the aide exycg
the Diaz cabinet and attended only
camp of Diaz present besides the
than promise to do the best to secure ,
H w Kem. q Las
Jflhn ness with $2,000, the incorporators and Adams, p.; Gibson, c.
by Captain Butt, entered the Juarez
ecutives.
statehood for New Mexico.
E A
Qf Cuba
Bpcker Qf
Detroit D. Jones, If.; Bush, ss.;
directors being: Benjamin Klein of
custom house where the executive
of
a
Diaz
six
in
horse
carriage
He went on to discuss the Spanish- Q N Marr0U( rVan Grunsfeld,
Chicago; Gerard W. Kent of Kent; E. Cobb, rf.; Crawford, cf. ; Delehanty,
again met and Taft returned to El
people, to whom frequent mers Burkhart H B Ferguson, Sol N. Cherry of Oak Park, 111., and Louis 2b.; Moriarty, 3b.; T. Jones, lb.; state, attended by 3,000 rurales, the Paso amid
booming salutes and reme
pick of the Mexican army, rode to the
reference had been made during
Weiller, P. Hanley, 1). A. Macpherson, J. Blum of Chicago, each subscribing Schmidt, c; Donovan p.
viewed the civic and military parade.
for
where
esteem
an
international
of
the
end
bridge
H. B. Hening, M. L. Stern, Frank to 500 shares.
evening; expressing
The World's Championship.
he was met by General Bell, chief of Taft will attend a banquet tonight at
them which no other President of the McKee, Dr. W. G. Tight, S. U. Rose-walThe Bennett-Stephenso- n
Mining and
15.
Mich., Oct.
Detroit,
staff of the American army, General Juarez where he will be the guest of
Pittsburg
United States has ever expressed. He
H. B. Steward, C. C. Cushnian, Milling Company filed
incorporation
won
of Diaz at which the personal plate of
world's
the
championship today Meyer and Governor
Campbell
referred to the treaty of Guadalupe G. L. Brooks, V. S. Hopewell, F. L.
headsame
the
the
at
time,
Emperor Maximilian will lie used.
papers
in the last game, the most decisive Texas.
Hidalgo, in its clause regarding state- Myers, C. V. Kouns, V. Jaramillo, W.
It is remarkable that the plate of
'
Ana
Dona
Organ,
being
quarters
for
demand
ever
series
hardest
of
a
the
direct
game
his
fought.
Diaz in glittering uniform,
hood, and made
D. Murray, F. W. Clancy, R. E. county, the capitalization $1,500,000,
the
dead emperor will be used in a
To "Babe" Adams, belongs the major breast covered with orders, descend- common sense in dealing with that
F. A. Hubbell, H. D. Bow- divided into 1,500,000 shares. Of the
of good will by a man who
Twitchell,
greeting
that
out
portion of the credit for the victory, ed from the glittering equipage at the was
treaty. The President pointed
man
eneral
t
of
Las
instrumental in deposing
uces,
is
largely
Adjutant
stock
$250,000
expreferred. as today's game is the third victory end of the bridge and entered a plain
capital
there was no common sense in
him and in a town named for the man
General Earl D. The company begins business with
McCoy,
Captain
Ford,
while
;
union
to
Presi-the
while
the
lor youngster. He held the Tigers safe American carriage
pecting admission
Gaujot.
the incorporators and director's at all tims allowing but six hits. "Wild dent's salute? of 21 guns boomed out who took the place of the ruler of
communities of greater resources, Thomas, Captain Julian
Mexico.
as
Governor
toastmaster, being: S. Lehman of Newton, Kan.; Kill'' Donovan
Curry;
lived up to his name, and the bands played the Mexican ;
.population and wealth, lying between
near-eas
the
dinner
Tragedy Mars Reception.
C.
very
briefly
L.
O.
spoke
Joliffee, Peabody, Kan.;
the center of population and the far
six and hitting tow in the national air. His escort was left on
its end, calling President Spitz Smith, Hutchinson,
'
Mc walking
J.
The
J.
territories.
Kan.;
still
were
e
their
:t
places being taken,,.,
bridge, ,
southwest,
first two innings
Mullins replaced
his
and
to
welcome
were leav nir the r
Commercial
Club
of
the
party
ReJ.
R.
of
Kansas
the
City, Mo.;
Collough
President referred briefly to
him but he was iht hard in several nv tne American troops.
the President.
special train, Noll Morgan, a 14 vear
S.
reference
T.
his
Woulfe
of
but
Newton,
Kan.;
Semple,
publican platform,
Through streets lined with troops old school boy, stabbed to death Law
The Governor then called upon Hon. Richmond, Kan.; Mark B. Thompson innings.
was to the point and every word of it
the Mexican president was escorted to rence wimber, a school mate, over
was
to
hit
O.
First
who
toast
to
H.
the
Bursum
by
Bryne,
inning
respond
of Las Cruces, who is also named as
carried with it fresh assurances of his
where the possession of the
a
ball was injured when he the Chamber of Commerce,
American
.t!4-...,,o..j tVic arimlealnn nf the BtatenOOfl.
the New Mexico agent, and who each slidpitched
the personal aide of The dead body lav outside of the flag.
Butt,
Captain
a
to
on
third
steal.
ho- Mr.
Bursum
Moriarty
said;
subscribed to 100 shares of preferred was
territories. The income tax amendto
him
the ,el while the Presidential
Leach the President, escorted
resumed.
hurt
also
but
break-goe- s
, me
and
partv
exceueucj
loasunasier;
to
also,
referred
briefly
and 400 shares of common stock.
ment, he
where Taft was waiting.
to third, Hyatt to center,
fasted,
said that he did not believe it would
The
No.
runs.
to
first.
stein
Welcomed Many Times.
meeting of the Presidents of- - j
bee.!
Statehood
New
Mexico
has
for
of
attitude
the
effect
upon
have any
PIUTES THREATEN
a Sreat contrast. Taft dressed j President Taft was welcomed manv
fered
the
either
acted
upon
Second
by
Abstein
favorably
the
of
walked,
inning
SERIOUS OUTBREAK.
Congress toward the passage
lower or upper House of the national
stole seond, took third on Wilson's iu conventional frock coat, big and j times, by the city, the state of Texas,
enabling act. Following, the Presii
since 1876. During all these
practical mciaiui una uie Kepuonc of Mexico. The
Adams walked.
Abstein """5.
dent made some further reference to Congress
Place of Willie Boy, the Rene-nad- e sacrifice,
Hiding
.,u u.ueia, wao
maae a great hit with the
vltJXllo
ol
we
in
succeeded
have
suueieu
obtaining
scored on Hyatt's fly to Crawford.
remarks that had been made and con- years
Indian Murdered Involved
sno.1't- - sli?ht- - wltn. dark face beneath Mexicans
either
the
the
of
House
or
the
by receiving and
under- Leach
Clarke
support
walked,
walked,
the
of
forcing
discussion
cluded with the
in Doubt.
wnue uair, snowing lines oi care sianaing tne welcome of the Jefe
ConWilson home, with run. Two runs.
whole subject of statehood, consid Senate at nearly every session of
of statesmanship. litico of Juarez, which
by years
but whenever concurrent action
iiivor0,i
.
Detroit. No runs.
ered from the broad national stand gress,
had been in Spanish.
a light luncheon
After
was
we
nave
never
succeedrequireu
r.rtr.t HnHPO in everv word- with his
."".
Tl. J many conflicting rumors as to the hid- j Third ,. inning O'Leary replaces
firm friendship for the statehood cause ru
same
mind
same
the
place ot Willie Boy the Indian Moriarty. Mullin batted for Donovan
at
the
time,
j
and his determination to support it
..
i
4V.!
.
i
m i
nniv thi to wtxn that ana win nitcn ror Detroit. No runs.
Tv,,nriorori
LOOKS BAD FOR DOCTOR COOK.
during the time in which Dr. Cook
and breathing common sense in every, lir
inning-H- yatt
Fourth
walked
"V - 'of a seriou., Piute out-- !
he went to. the summit of the
says
sentence. It was tne statement uii
singled; Clarke sacrificed. Four More Affidavits in Effort to Prove mountain. His testimony continues:
At the time of its break which may necessitate the calV Leach
- suit of conquest.
intenand
afternoon
strengthened
the
Inaves Wagner walked filling bases, Miller
Him an Unmitigated
her people had been rear- - ing out of troops.
"Dr. Cook and Barrill took the
sifled a hundred fold and if there was , annexation
and Leach. Two
singled
scoring
Hyatt
and
Fakir.
of
from
reservation
our
are
the
under
educated
the
and
launch and went down the Yetna, anflag
sneaking
man in the banquet room at the
runs.
Detroit no runs.
n
New York, Oct. 16. Four more af- nouncing their intention of
sisler republic; yet within a short per- - are hurrying to the aid of the
time the President arose who had any
ascending
No runs.
Sher-tw- o
Fifth
io(1
of
she
twelve
to
of
inning.
demonstrated
were made public here today the Sliushitna, the Schuletna and exa
fidavits
years
message
gade according
of his firm support of the
Sixth
Leach
liba
inning.
keen
doubled,
of
American
in connection with the investigation of
'iff Willson in pursuit of the murderer,
appreciation
the TalKhetna glacier for a
remaining territories, when he'
Clarke walked, Wagner hit a three Dr. Frederick A. Cook's expedition to ploring route
Willie Boy Killed Himself.
if
v...,
for future
ia,0!.rofi i?rty; her ideals of a successful con- possible
to
bagger scoring Clarke and Leach and Mount McKinley. Three of them are ascend to the top of Mount attempt
her fidelity
San Bernardino, Cal., Oct. 18.
government
Cheer after cheer punctuated the stitutional
McKinley,
D.
on
Jones bad throw bv members 0f the Cook party Fred Printz and I
to those principles, when heavily reinforced the sheriff's scoring himself
' .
President's soeech. Several times hf and devotion
returned to the Shushit-n- a
v
..
, ,
..
tn ncnnA to- til-- i rd .. Threw- runs
" "vl
a gttme; waiter Miner, pnoio
ijut.se iuimj samcu uuiaSc i
on September 22, we met
was forced to pause for an instant. '
.station;
jmntz,
the union by furnishing more Bullion mountain in search for Willie
.
. t...
i
uc"uu uu
r
while the applause spent itself. It preserve to
grapher, and Samuel Beecher. Their Tmi.
uiun ana nam iii at tne station ana
soldiers
the cause of the Civil War Boy today aud found that three posses,
j
Seventh inning No runs.
moveto
detail
in
relates
we
was an incident such as does not often
came
thence
all
testimony
together to Sewto population than any a bunch of militia and many ranchers
Eighth inning Clarke walked, stole rnents of the party, explaining that ard.
occur, even in the varied experience proportionate
other state. I hope in mentioning have been keeping guard over the second and scores on Miller's fly drop- "I was called out by Henry Disston,
of the chief executive in his meeting this
rj0ok and Barrill were alone together
incident I may not be understood dead hody since October' 7. Since MV'U
imOne run. Detroit, at the period in which Dr. Cook says of
an
it
left,
VIU'MVUI
with the people, and
Philadelphia, the hacker of the expeas seeking to cast reflection upon that time when Willie Boy was run no rims
the summit of Mount Mc- dition, to whom I related all the cirhe
reached
pression which will last long In New those brave men who
on
the to earth in the mountains he has been
fought
Ninth innins No runs.
Mexico.
cumstances of the trip.
Kinley. All three say that Barrill
other side; happily the great Ameri- - "seen" by a dozen men in a dozen dif- Score:
i
them later that Dr. Cook's
I he
"So far as I am advised, Barrill is
following was me menu.
can mibic has iong since recognizeS ferent place. It was found today that
R. H. E. story was false.
the
only man who has personal knowl"u"lw" that both the blue and the gray repre- he must have committed suicide many
Hiue roinis
8
8 0
The fourth affidavit is that of Dr. edge as to whether or not Dr. Cook
Relishes
sented the cream, energy and patriot- - days ago with the last bullet in his Pittsburg
0
2 John E. Shore, a
Detroit
Sautei'ine jSrvi of Ameripnn manhnnd anH whnt- - rifle.
physician of Leaven- - ascended to the summit of Mount McPuree of Tomato
Don- worth.
Batteries
Adams
and
Gibson;
Wash., who tells of a conversa- - Kinley.
Diamond Mack Terrapin, Maryland
ever criticism history may record,
Mullin
Schmidt.
and
ovan,
Oscar F. Blankenship of the
with
"In May,'l90S, I met Edward N. Bartion
Mushroom.!
Grilled Fresh
their sincerity of purpose will never AMATEUR BANK
O'Laughlin and John- United States forestry service, in rill' at. Missoula. Mont He then inUmpires
Chartreuse Punch be questioned.
Maitre d'Hotel
ROBBERS IN KANSAS.
stone. .
j which
Ruibart-Bru- t
Blankenship said that Dr. Cook's formed me for the first time that ha
At the time of the war with Spain
claim to having climbed Mount Mc-- j and Dr. Cook had never reached the
e
"Breast of Prairie Chicken, Cumberland th'e home of the anc?stry of many of Used Ten Charges of
Sweet Potato Croquettes
Kinley were false inasmuch as the summit of Mount McKinley. I then
our people, New Mexico again sub- $20,000 GATE AT
. and Made Away With $2,900
Salad Alvarado stantiated her patriotism by furnish- JOHNSON-KETCin Money.
?Cew Peas
EL FIGHT. feat was impossible in the short time said to him, 'where were you?', when
Tutti-Fruitt- a
in which Cook and Barrill were absent, he remarked, 'we were only to the
Ice Cream
Ing her full quota of soldiers, sending
j
was located near Mount first ridge this side of the mountain.' I
16.
Amateurs
Oct.
four troops of the famous Rough Rid-.- j
Assorted Cake.
Kans.,
Tcpeka,
Both Finhters Make Usual Announce- Blackenshlpat the time Cook's
Mineral Water er regiment, commanded
exped- asked him about his picture shown opMcKinley
"Cheese
by that ' cracked the safe of the State bank
ments but Betting Greatly Favors
ition was there.
Coffee
great American, Theodore Roosevelt. of Scottsville, Kansas, , using ten
Cigars ..
posite page 227 in Dr. Cook's book
Former.
e
The affidavit of EYed.. Printz, the j when he replied, 'that is my picture,
Upon the succeeding page appeared r The federal goyernmerit has never charges of nitro glycerine and secur-th$2,900. Blood hounds are in pur- toasts as follows:
guide, is dated October 4. It says that but that is not the top of the moun- (expended a single dollar for educa-'ln- g '
tional
suit.
our
within
1C.
purposes
San
Governor
Oct.
all
With
boundaries,
at
the time of Dr. Cook's alleged as-- j tain."
Remarks
Francisco,
iBtroductory
1NO sucn UDerai Droaa mmaea
j
doubts
in
of
the
others
of
hitch
the
several
he
and
The
the peak
proceed- cent
affidavit of Samuel Beecher, s
5eoree Currv
policies
set at rest, the attention of the had been sent on a side trip to hunt;ter describing the early experience of
Address of Welcome B. Spitz, pres- - tio yvci c mobiiuiu in tuts .riiiiiyijiiiea PENITENTIARY TRUSTIES IN
and Porto Rico were ever here inaug- 'iAont nf tho Pnmmeroifll Gluh.
OREGON OVERPOWER GUARDS. fight loving public is centered in Cof- - specimens for the. Smithsonian institu-- j the party tells of a trip which he and
uratea and i am not extravagant wnen
froth's Mission street arena today and tion.- - The affidavit continues:
.
"Statehood" -- H. O. Bursirm.
several other members of the expedl- I say that had 'New Mexico enjoyed
long before noon crowds began to
"The doctor nicked up Dokken for1 tion took from their "hasp f:imn " Hi
Music.
1G.
Oct.
Ore..
convicts
Five
Salem,
the' benefits' of those policies as ad- t
"
gather and it became evident that a cook and taking Barrill left in the says:
,
"The New Era lh New Mexico"
ministered
in .the Philippine islands of the penitentiary working as trus- there will be a nearly $20,000 gate, launch for Shushitna
From
.
"On July 23 we reached ouf'nearest
O. X. Marron.
station..
feebleat
state
school
the
ties
for
Governor General William H. Taft
Both fighters made the usual an-- there he said
Music.
' by
they were going up Shu- point to the mountain, the point" being
we would have much earlier reached minded, a few miles from here, over- j nonncements of condition and confl
shitna
Culitna and up to the! as R. W. Porter said, 14 miles from
the
"The Spanish American People"
up
and
three
guards late today
our present high plane of educational powered
uence, Johnson promising to put Ket-ch- Tokositna to the head of
navigation the summit. On this trip we were map"Tr;B. Catron.
The
the
took
convicts
Uom
isescaped.
for
if
there
efficiency;
anything
away in the shortest possible to
for
the route ping and taking observations of the
the
"Our Guest" Albert B. Fall.
country
explore
two
ds
caliber
rifles
and
a
heavy
that appeals to and fills the soul of a ' irua:
number cf rounds.
will to Mount
Johnson
'
The President entered at 8 o'clock native New Mexican with
;'
McKinley.
A big posse is in pursuit.
country.
pistol.
is
it
pride
weigh about 195 and Ketchel about
I returned to Shushitna
"Miller
"At
and
ana toon nis seat at tne center oi tne the thought of the education of his
our
was
the
last
elevation
camp
177. Johnson is the favorite 10 to 4
station, September 11, where the doc- in the neighborhood of 5,000 feet and
table, facing the west, with Governor, children; long before the advent of
3
3
3
3
X X in betting, with even
money that tor
X
S
S
on
and
joined us with Barrill on Septem- from that point I could readily recoghis
to
Mayor reiix, the railroads
t.'urry
this great west those
right
There is
FUNERAL OF
X Ketchel stays 15 rounds.
ber
22, saying that they had reached nize all the pictures shown by Dr.
H. Lester on the left, Postmaster Gen- - wh0 could possibly defray the expense
COLONEL MAX. FROST. X; plenty of Ketchet money at those
of Mount McKinley.
the
summit
eral Hitchcock, Hon. Solomon Luna, sent their children to be educated at
Cook in his magazine article on the
C
odds.
The funeral of Colonel Max.
'
we left for home. On ascent of the mountain with the excep"From
there
Governor Sloan of Arizona, Chief Jus- - St. Louis and later at St. Michael's
Frost will take place tomorrow
tice Mills and other prominent men college, Santa Fe. The transportation
leaving the doctor at. Seward, promis-RUMO- tion of the pictures shown as being the
afternoon at two o'clock from X
'
OF KING'S
s
ed that part of my pay for tne summer summit and on page 830. which are
at either side, with the gentlemen who of those days consisted of
the house. Interment will be X
ASSASSINATION. would be at Seat,ie for me, but an such as
responded to toasts seated across the and mule trains.. iThey were enter- might have been taken at elemade in the family plot In X
tained en route "by attacks 6f hostile X Fairview cemetery. The funeral X
arrival there, and not finding it, I bor- - vations of 5,000 or 6,000 feet.
table.
Present at the dinner last night Indians and risked at all times the
"Pictures that I recognized' could
will be in charge of the Grand X Six Bombs Exploded at Barcelona rowed money to get home on and
and Did Great Damage London
have written the doctor several times not have been taken at an elevation of
were the President, the members of possibility of never again seeing their
Lodge A. F. & A. M., and all X
. Report
Denied.
since for the amount due. Have re- - above 7,000 feet.
his party, Postmaster General Hitch- loved ones.
Masons are requested to meet X
.
ceived flOO, leaving a balance of $825 ' "The point located by Edward BarSloan of Arizona,
Here seated at. this table Is a typi
In Masonic hall at 1:30 o'clock, X
cock, Governor
rill as being the point claimed as the
Frank Murphy of Phoenix, Captain cal representative of those days, and
from where, after a brief ritual X
London. Oct. 16. There is no con- - due me at tnis datein aoout a montn alter uarrui ana top of Mount McKinley from my posiButt, Assistant Secretary Wendell of his race who will gainsay that, he $ service, the members will pro- X firmatlon of the rumor that King AlI returned home form our trip with Dr. tion had an
Charles C. Wagoner, Dr. Is not fully equipped in every respect x ceed to the Frost home on X fonso has been assassinated.
Mischler,
apparent elevation of ap--.
Cook in 1906, Barrill laughed and told proximately 7,000 feet
East Palace avenue. The Ma- X
Richardson, Joseph Murphy,' Gerrat for American citizenship? His name
Six Bombs Do Great Damage.
Hon. Solomon Luna.
,
x sonic services at the house X Cerebere, Oct. 16. Private wires me that he and Dr. Cook never got to "From our camp I had a view of
Fort, Robert T. Small of the Assoclat-Our early settlers were essentially JS and at the cemetery are pub- X from Barcelona state that six bombs the top of Mount McKinley." '
ed Press, William poster of the
nearly the whole route as stated by
X exploded there last night, doing great
X lic.
Walter P. Miller In his affidavit says,
Hearst newspapers, F. A. Fowler,' e
X damage.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
he was with Printz on
Sherman Allen and Harry Dunlap,
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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PAGE TWO

FE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X. M.

TTTE SAXTA

fhc Big Stoi

THE

Dty

ROUND

IB SOLUTE

UP.

TODAY.

If done today all will be well,
Jf not, there may be sorrow.
Kiss that you forgot,
sood-byThat whispered word as well;
The unkind laugh that many have
They are the things that tell.

HART

MEN OF FASHION WANT

SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
If you're

1

interested

in

can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25.0(1, $27.50, $;J0.00 and $35.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

Win. FARAff

store

In

Phone 10a
Santa Fe.

100 lbs Pansy Flour

$3.20

I

50 "'

100"

1.601
Bobolink

$3.10

50 "

i

Cash

r

VVrJUlVrJ

Jinter
If

1.55

:

f--

register tickets

with all cash purchases.

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

painful eruption. It
the first I noticed
red
a
little
was
surface and a constant
on her part to scratch her limbs.
!ie could not sleep and the eruptions
g.rt, sore, and yellow water came out of
I had two doctors treat her, but
shi grew worse under their treatment.
Then I bought the Outieura Soap, Cuti-rur- a
Ointment and Cuticura Resolvent,
And only us'd them two weeks wh n she
was entirely well. This was in February. Sh" has nevT had another rough
place on her skin, and she is now fourteen years old. I used only half the
bottle of Outieura Resolvent and less
than a box of Cuticura Oint ment. Mrs.
;. K. Whitaker, Winchester, Tenu.,
kept. 22, 1'JOS."

Telephone

No. 40

CALL AJiD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

i

Ifinrl Iqh'l"&j mininiv niisf
UlUllIlg

Vi
lirLUC UVC

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

C

Cn:f7

MANUFACTURER

'

JEWELER

BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear &nd cost you no
more thaniother makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
PO

IN THE

TRY OUR
Ground

oan-druf-

Phone

86

CITY.

H lea

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

rl

International Stock Food

External and Internal Treatment for
ami Adults conEvery llumnrof Infants, Children
to Cleanse the Skin,
sists of I'lillriim Snap (2."c Heal
the Skin and Cuti-rnr- a
cntleura Ointment (5(V.) to
Resolvent (50c). or in the torm of Chocolate
Coated Pills 2.rc. per vial of tiO) to Purify the Blood.
1'otter Drug & Chem.
Sold throiishnnt the world.
Corn . Sole Props.. Boston. Mass.
Free, Cuticura Book on Skin DtseaKI,
Complete

in

this national

forest

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

able-bodie-

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, Hew Mexico
d1Tye?5Id

P.M1TW

&

SCIENTIFIC

: BOARDING and

DAY

Send for Prospectus

STUDENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President
3m

BOYS

bot-rang-

st

OUR GUARANTEE

Night Gowns
coats,
A brand new line of flannel petti-

coats for the children. Misses and laLucas County ss.
dies
just received at the Racket Store.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of P. Night gowns for the old and young.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in W. N. TOWNSENP & CO.
the city of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- LARS for each and every case of Ca- 'arrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.

Bl!l'!.!f.:'p.1Ji!Wf!'"

FRESH EGGS

CREAM

&

MILK

one-thir-

:

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.'

:

.

D M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2.
We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
. .
as used.
,
7. We guarantee the feed door tq,
be smoke and dust proof.
'I
The above guarantee is made with"
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

1.

Flannel Petti

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,

Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D., 1S86.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

SAVED.
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of
Norway, Mich., writes: "Three
ties of Foley's Honey and Tar abso-foreiutely cured my boy who was so 111
wjth a cold that the doctors gave him
up, was cured by taking Foley's
Honey and Tar." Nothing else is as
safe and certain in results. Sold by
all Druggists.
BOTH

christian brothers

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

Mag-dalen-

1

HERSGH

at

district

which this examination will be held.
Requests for application blanks and
further information should be made
to the civil service commissioner at
Washington, D. C, or to forest supervisors.
Arizona.
Douglas, A. H. Zachau; Flagstaff,
Frank C. J. Pooler; Prescott, C. H.
Hinderer; Roosevelt, R. C. Wilson;
Safford, T. T. Swift; Snowfiake, A. J.
MacKay; Springerville, John D. Guth- i'ie; Tucson, Robert J. Selkirk.
Arkansas.
Harrison, David E. Fitton; Mena, S.
J. .Record.
Florida.
Defuniak Springs, W. H. B. Kent.
New Mexico.
Alamogordo, Arthur M. Meal; Albuquerque, W. R. Mattoon; Capitan, J.
A. Kinney; Gallup, A. D. Read;
W. H. Goddard;
Santa Fe,
Thos. R. Stewart; Silver City, Douglas Rodman.
Oklahoma.
Cache, Frank Rush.

crnnlHJ(JI

LEO

Grain, Pota

Flour, Hay,

pHo?.

be filled accurately, quickly and safely.

IP HONE NO 218

HALF CENTURY

HOUSE

For presfrving, purifying and beautifying the skin, for cleansing the s alp of
f,
crusts, scales ano
for dry, thin
and falling hair, for
softening, whitening
and soot hing red.
rough and sore hands,
for annoving irritations and ulcerative
weaknesses, and for
many sanative, anti- the uses
peptic purposes as weil as for all (luaran-teeof the toilet, bath and nursery,
absolutely pure and may be used
from the hour of birth.

business, supplemented by a field test
to show the applicant's fitness to per
torm the actual work of a ranger.
Rangers must be between 21 and 40
years of age at the time of taking
d
and capthe examination,
able of performing hard manual work.
Tnorough familiarity with the region
in which employment is sought is es- sential, together with actual experience in the kinds of work required of
forest officers.
The forest service desires to maintain the highest possible standard of
efficiency and the degree of advancement of competent men in the service
is governed entirely by their capacity.
The initial salary is $900, with the be-ginner who starts in as assistant for-- j
est ranger. Through good work a
can rise to the position of
ranger with a maximum salary
of $1,200 to $1,500. The next step in
promotion is to the position of deputy supervisor on a national forest.
in
Rangers who show competency
particular lines of work, such as
claims examinations and marking and
scaling timber are advanced and paid
according to the importance of the
work in which they are engaged.
The following is a list of the places

The results

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

can't know curative certainty, unless you know your druggist.
When your Doctor orders medicine of a complex or simple
Dature, BRING ALL PRESCRIPTIONS HERE. They will

PHARMACY

FOR

Box 219.

Everywhere Use Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment

j

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

BULL'S EYE or

WOMEN

i

$6.00

Ifyou want a gocd pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of

th'-m- .

Albuquerque, X. M., Oct. 16. Uncle
6aui makes a call for men with vigorous minds in vigorous bodies to become forest rangers.
The United States civil service commission will hold an examination for
this position at every national forest
headquarters in the states of New
Mexico, Arizona, Arkansas, Florida
and Oklahoma, included in this district, on Monday and Tuesday, October 25 and 26.
'
The examination will be along thor-- '
oughly practical lines and will consFst
of questions regarding land surveying,
estimating and scaling timber, the
j

FROM

ry irritating and
bewail in October;

Splendid Opportunity for Young Men
With Vigorous Bodies and Minds
to Advance Themselves.

NATHAN SALMON.

$4 .00

PRICES

i

UNCLE SAM WANTS
MORE FOREST RANGERS.

at SALMON Store

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

"When about two and a half years

seri-cvtKjl- y

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.!
MONEY TO LOAN

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

old my daughter broke out on her hips
and the uoji'T parts of her legs with a

Death of Young Girl Guadalupe
Baca, aged seven years, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelio Baca died on
Thursday night at Las Vegas.
Died From Nose Bleed Eliseo Martinez, aged sixteen years, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Nicolas Martinez, died at
Mora from the effects of nose bleed.
Nineteen Chinamen in Jail Luna
county has nineteen Chinamen in its
jail at Denting, most of them awaiting
deportation to the Celestial Empire.
Travel on Santa Fe Very Heavy
Santa Fe trains yesterday were running in two sections and were somewhat behind schedule on account of
the heavy traffic.
Drunkenness Causes Shooting At
Raton, Abel Lopez was shot and
wounded by Rosario
Herrera
during a drunken scuffle. The bullet
cut less than an inch from the femoral artery and Lopez was in serious
condition when medical aid reached
him.

COM!'.

WE HAVE THEM

CUTICURA'S EFFECT
QUICK AND PERMANENT

The little things in our todays
That seein to us so wee,
Are the most vital things to make
Lift uhai it ought to be.
Arthur Carlisle.

BROS.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

Kept Growing Worse.

sick friend
bed;
heart will cheer
be dead.

Incorporated 1903

SElluIN

Was
Broke Out on Hips and Legs
So Sore, Irritating and Painful
that Little Sufferer Could Not
Sleep Scratched Constantly and

The

That visit to a lone
Who is so tired of
Today your face his
Next day he may

Established 1856.

OF SKIN ERUPTION

There is so much to do today
That will not do tomorrow;

I

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1909.

will be all your doctor and yourself expect

Wood-Ba-

vi

VV HARDWARE CO.

-

.

am

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

16,

1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Serial

03904.

PAGE THREE

EVER WATCHFUL

.

Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
T. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on October 5, 1904, made Homestead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105,
for V
NW
NE
and E
17 N,
Section 21, Township
Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the ISth day of November, 191)9.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-oniMartinez, Simon YiveVash, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

If.

Little Care Will Save Many Santa
Fe Readers Future Trouble.
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue
of health;
The discharges not excessive or infrequent;
Contain no "brick-duslike" sediA

L).

.

NOTES

New Mexico Military Institute

1

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Health leu location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful Vct
Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'eva'tlon of 3.71)0
feet above sea level, suushiue every day, but
lute rain or snow during session.
E'even Officers and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten

t'

2

I

f

i

hi

I

Cre-senci- o

buildings, throughly furnished, heatod, lighted
and modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Harnlllo.i, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

o

.?
-

d

i

NEW MEXICO.

ROSWELL,

j5

TO THE WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION.
ment.
TI1K CKEAT:
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for
XVth of His Name:
you.
V
King of Qui vera;
They watch the kidneys and cure
Duke of the Seven Cities of Cibola;
them when they're sick.
Feudal Lord 0f Omaha;
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo Street, SanMost Mighty Grand Master of the Corn Belt;
ta Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a
Exalted High Priest of the Harvest Festival.
pleasure to corroborate the public
SENDS GREETINGS:
statement I gave in favor of Doan's
Foreasinuch as it has been our delight at'ontimcs. to welcome to
Kidney Pills about seven years ago.
these our ancient demesnes and our beloved city, the stout and valI found them to be an excellent remiant men who are the bulwark of tins nation, when they have been
edy and I have never hesitated to
called hither by duty or by pleasure, so now it becomes cur honor
vouch for their merit since then when
no less than our delight to give the royal word of welcome to those
an opportunity has presented itself.
who are the best gift that has been vouchsafed ns, of more worth
For two years I was in bad shape frcm
indeed than the ruddy gold sought by Coronado of old, beyond all
and
backache and
kidney trouble
women of our laud.
V
measuring, priceless-- t
Pills were
when Doan's Kidney
We grieve that you come too late m grace our crowning and that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to
resolved
I
brought to my notice,
the days of festivity in our Kingdom will have closed when we
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land try them. I procured a hox at Strip-have shown you more of mirth, but our realm is at your servmight
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
and
&
store
Co.'s
drug
ling, Burrows
our
ice,
knights yours to command.
21. 1909.
they not only drove away the backSAMSON.
Notice is hereby given that Albina ache, but regulated the passages of
Given under our royal hand and seal on this the eighth day of
Lucero, of Jemez Springs, N. M., who the kidney secretions and toned up
d
th first month of the harvest, in 'he year of our kingdom,
cn July 3, 190S, made Homestead En- my entire system. When my back
sixty-nintry (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7, has bothered me during the past two
In the name of the King, Lord High Chamberlain.
X
Section C. and N.
of Lot 1. Section and a half years, I have at once tak7, Township 18 N., Range 4 E., N. M. en Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
P. Meridian, has Bled notice of inten- never failed to bring the desired retion to make final five year proof, to lief."
The above is the knightly and feu- - "hoodoo" to print news of this kind,
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50 dal
establish claim to the land above degreeting extended by the City of, The people want it and the papers
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, Omaha to
scribed, before the Register and Re- cents.
the National Woman's' who furnish it are patronized, and
ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New York, sole agents for the United Christian Temperance Union, and prohibition is becoming "popular."
New Mexico, on the 4th day of Novem- States.
It is always a good thing when a
there will be a gathering of the clans
Remember the name Doan's and at
ber, 1909.
that place on the 22d of this month.1 righteous cause becomes "popular" it
no
other.
take
Claimant names as witnesses:
From all over the United States and shows that the masses of the people
from foreign lands they will come, are awake to the merits of the case,
Armenta, of Jemez Springs, N,
C. R. Kluger, the jeweler, 10f0 Vir
for while this is not a world's con-- :
There was recently held in
M.; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs,
K. M.; Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez ginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
are always visitors at don "The Twelfth International Con-ou- r
there
"I was so weak from kidney trouble
national from other parts of the gress on Alcoholism" and below are
Springs, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of Jem- that I could
hardly walk a hundred world, and it is good to meet with some of the encouraging things glean-them- ,
ez Springs, N. M.
feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
to talk with them and find how ed from this gathering, just a few of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured the good work is going on in other-thmany good things going on.
Register.
m ybackache and the irregularities
France and Italy's delegates strong- places.
disappeared, and I can now attend to
We are all prone, at times, to haveily emphasized the harm being done
It is an admitted fact that real es- business every day and recommend
a
season of depression, a time their nations by the use of wine
tate, financial men and merchants all Foley's Kidney Remedy to all suffer- of little
when things in our which is so often quoted as being
discouragement,
say that, quickest and best results aie ers, as it cured me after the doctors immediate
vicinity all seem ot be go-- j harmlessly used in lands where it is
obtained by advertising in the New and other remedies had failed." Sold
ing wrong, we smart under a sense made.
Mexican.
by all druggists.
The British government's official reof defeat, our efforts seem futile and
we feel like the whole cause is at a ception to the delegates was the first
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
and there is no use to keep ever given at wnicn no wine was
BACK LINE Connection made wtru Automobile standstill
on trying, "we cannot do anything served.
Eleven nations joined in an
line at Torrance for Roswell daily any way," "things have always been
From
of the practicability of temperAutomobile leaves Torrance for Ros thus, and they always will be. etc."
When we get to feeling this way, ance work.
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Ros well
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roa it is a good thing to detach our minds
Germany is taking the lead in fight
alcohol even beer.
1 p. m. and ar from our near environment, and
to
for
well
ing
at
Torrance
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m
Germany, Austria and Switzerland
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The rise up, so to speak, and take a bird's
Arrives at TAOS at
Tare between Santa Fe and Torrance eye view of the situation as a whole. number 2.0HU university trained abis $5.80 and between Torrance and We will get the right perspective stainers.
Holland has 100,0(10 organized workRoswell $10. Reserve seats on auto then, and the things that were magmobile by wire. J. W. Stockard nified by nearness take ,on their prop- ers against Alcoholism.
Great Britain furnishes temperance
er value.
manager, Automobile Line.
No great, cause advances with the instruction in her schools.
Qod warns
Ninety-nin- e
same speed at all points, the average
per cent of Finland's
Stomach trobles would more quickly is what
gives us the correct knowl- young people are abstainers, hurrah."
disappear if the idea of treating the edge of what is being done. This is
Seventeen nations have united to
'BACK TO THE WOODS' cause,
rather than the effect, would what we get at the national conven- create prohibition in the Congo.
come into practice. A tiny, inside, hid- tion. It is an
The chief justice of England preinspiration to the most
den nerve, says Dr. Shoop, governs pessimistic, to sit in one of these con- sided at the meeting.
and gives strength to the stomach. A ventions and watch the proceedings
Field Marshal Sir George White, rebranch also goes to the Heart, and one like a great play, pass before you; to ported encouraging abstinence work
to the Kidneys. When these "inside hear the ringing speeches of these in the British army.
In our own country there are too
nerves" fail, then the organs must women from all over the world,
falter. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is di- bright, talented, forceful, enthusiastic; many things to mention in this article
rected specifically to these failing to hear the singing of hundreds of but local option has closed 87 saloons
Mendocino
nerves. Within 48 hours after starting children, to see them march with fly- in
county,
California,
making the county practically dry.
the Restorative treatment patients say ing banners chanting
One thousand Nez Perce Indians
they realize a gain. Sold by Stripling-Burrowhave joined the prohibition forces to
Co.
"List to the tread of the many feet,
From school and playground, home oust the rum traffic from Nez Perce
county. Their treaty with the United
and street,
Engraved cards de visit and wed
and sing their words we States calls for absolute prohibition,
shout
They
at
the
invitations
.a
ding
specialty
the Indians would not ratify the conknow.
the inferior woods that you used to New Mexican Printing office. Any
tract without it as they had watched
use if this new line of Lumber of one sanding in need of such will do Saloons, saloons, saloons must go."
the effect of the traffic on their peoours is not the best you ever put a well to call at this office and examine
The most, hardened old sinner's ple. Would the white man were as
saw or nail in! We are striving' to samples, style of work and prices.
blood
would warm up, if he were wise.
seasoned
ani
best
the
supply only
and
he would want to go right
The Woman's Christian Temperance
there,
least flawed Lumber that can be
out and demolish every saloon in the Union extends their most heartfelt
and : we
found in this neighborhood,
country, and he would never doubt sympathy to the family of Colonel
believe we are succeeding in pleasing
Beautiful line of handsome furs just for a moment that it would be done Max. Frost. We feel we have lost a
all our numerous customers. Let us received
at the 'Racket Store. Prices when these youngsters grew up, it true friend. Often he came by our
hear your complaints either as to
to $25: Hurry and get not before. It is
from
$2.50
to be there office during the last legislature, even
iuality or price. We'll cheerfully first
are the very newest and every member good
They
pick.
of our unions when ill? and suffering and tried to
remedy anything that's wrong,
and snappiest ever shown in the city. should attend every time it is possible encourage us to
keep right on, and
to do so.
with prophetic vision assuring us we
W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
We cannot all go, more's the pity, would win in the end.
Had he lived and health been
but there are still ways by which
we can gain an average knowledge granted to him again, he would have
of our growth. The Press (God bless been a mighty champion of our cause.
the man who invented printing next As it is, who knows hut the unseen
greatest benefactor to Eve), keeps us hosts wield a power greater than the
OF
daily informed as to what is being seen, ana we believe among our
done everywhere else, so when it is friends on the other side, Colonel
our turn to do a stunt of Standing Max. Frost will not be the least.
The social meeting which was to
still, we can console ourselves by
of some of have been held at the residence of
watching the quick-steMESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
our more fortunate comrades. The Mrs. Patterson on Tuesday the 19th,
papers are just chuck full of items has been deferred until the 26th, on
days in regard to prohibition account of Sousa's band being here on
A school whose aim is to prepare young men and women these
work. It is no longer considered a the 19th.
2
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COL. IAS,

Sep-temp-

catalogue

W. WILLKON,

Superintendent.

s

three-hundre-

'

QJ0 CAUEJ3TE HOT SPRINGS.

2

These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Sant
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
the entire
very dry and delightful
year round. There U now a commod-lou- e
hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. PeopU suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted.

n

o

the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases:
Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's

Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Stage meets Denver
per month.
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 ft. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 6 p. m., the
7Tiese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day.
For further particular
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:

j

Lon-ventio- n

j

j

j

;

j

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

TOM'S

Oj j

Barranca to Taos

C.Jnt. Tao.

County.

N M

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

!

7pm

FARE

Proorietor.

$5.00

General Express Forwarders

JgVZ

TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg j

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Ciaaia. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

New Furs New Furs.

Call up

Charles W. Dudrow

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

Don

Caspar Avenue

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

CHAS. CLOSS

p

for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
Ji U, Co liege courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco-

BIG CROWD PROMISES TO

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities

Tickets Are Being Sold at Fischer's
Drug Store at Popular Prices.
John Philip Sousa, the eminent
composer, who promises an early
treat to those music patrons of this

OUR MOTTO: To have

"

A. F. SRIEGELBER'G,
Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

'(f

ATTEND

for self support.
QFor Catalogue and

further information, address the President;

W. E.

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

0.

DIAMONDS

YOITZ- -

WATCMES 1

MANUFACTURER OF

ft Right Prices
fa Right Goods
g Right Service
m

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

P 345 San Francisco St.
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Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Oiher Gems.

527 San Francisco St.

SANTA

FE, N. M.

e

Garrison,

'glBIIII3

CONCERT.

King" has upheld his high standard
as a marksman by defeating many of
the acknowledged crack shots of the
country. He has attended all of the
principal "trap" events given and has
suffered small defeat. Notable credit
was achieved at the Grand American
Handicap held at Chicago; the South
ern Handicap at Nashville; Eastern
Handicap at. Buffalo; Union City,
Pinehurst, Pittsfield, Portland, Me.,
Rutland, Port Jervis, Niagara-on-thLake, Canada. He is now oSliged to
give his attention to another of
those "ocean to ocean" tours for
which he will visit this city for an appearance at Elks theater, October 19.

the Best of Everything In Our Line

V

lXM

If you want anymmg on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

try

A pain prescription is printed upon
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
if this formula is not complete. Head
city who enjoy the best, is rapidly
pains, womanly pains, pains anywhere
winning the most choice laurels
fields than music. During the wet instant relief from a Pink Pain
Co.
past spring and summer the "Marcn Tablet.
Stripling-Burrow-

s

ONLY TWO WEEKS SALE
SPECIAL

I
of

the finest

Embroideries

s

White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

Annie qui iny am nov nnnnc on I

page

fou.

TEE SAXT3 TE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by nrail
Dally, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL

$ .20
75
65
7.00

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

CAUSES OF HALF THE CRIMES.
Sir Thomas Upton in his reminis- censes running in the Strand Maga- -

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
-

1

-

I

cork-jacket-

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1909..

a
Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of thelp. children, d
sa" '
should never be without a box of Moth- "To the young men who are filled er Cray-- Sweet Powders for Children,
with aspirations towards success in for use throughout the season. They
a f.w wnnia! Break up Colds, Cure
Feverishness,
hiiKii..! m:.v i i,e,u
Constipation,
Disorders,
Teething
of advice?
Always beware of strong Headache
Stomach
and
Trouble.
$3.75
drink. Remember corkscrews have THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
2.00 sunk more
Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c. Don't acpeople than
1.00 will
cept any substitute. A tril package
ever save."
will be sent FREE to
75
mother who
This sentimenl is emphasized by the will address Allen S. any
Olmsted, Le Roy,
report of the territorial grand jury at
If you want anyinnig n
Carlsbad this week, in which the jury
try
sent to comes out without
New Mexican want "ad."
I
of
words
mincing

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGESPAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureVice-Preside-

MEXICAN, SANTJC FE, IT. M.
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'
1Jo "M.
,
"
r,.y nujpkly cle(;k a cold) dl.s:,.ists
cause of one half of the crimes in theare dispensing
everywhere a clever
county. There is no doubt that the Candy Cold Cure Tablet called
Preventics are also fine for
Democratic eastern counties will make
New Mexico a prohibition state. "As feverish children. Take Preventics at
- the sneeze stage, to head off all colds.
in nun nauii, win rurivc iiu i:um5
Co.
fort from the Republican party, it can- - Box of 48 25c. Stripling-Burrow- s
not turn to the Democrats, for these
are even more agressive in their stand;
: This
for
eliminates the
question from politics and makes fitt 1
a straight issue which will be put
to the people to decide. However,
the politician who imagines he can igTHE LEADING
nore or oppose the obvious trend of
public opinion is making a miscalculaft
tion that will cause him a great surprise,
Says the Eddy county grand jury hi;
its report to Judge W. H. Pope, this
week :
"The grand jurors have made an
investigation as to the cause of crime
within the county and to such an
THE
tent as allowed in the limited time for
so doing. We find that more than one-ashalf the crime committed within the
county of Eddy is a direct result of
.
the Honor traffic, an, l while we
ciate that the expenses to the county
of the prosecution of offenses is in-- ,
considerable in comparison with the
BOSS PA ENT FLOUR
evil of having such crime committed
within this district, yet from this
IS BEST because it
standpoint we call the court's atten-in
gives the bes.
tion to the fact that the liquor traffic
breal arid pastry of any
is a very unprofitable one from a finanHour you ctn buy.
cial point of view notwithstanding the
licenses paid. For
comparison, we
will take the town of Carlsbad and Arconitains more Gluten
tesia, each of said towns being about
the same population. The town of Ar- whic is the very life of
tesia has prohibited the liquor traffic
and which
th
within the limits thereof. The town of
wheas
Carlsbad has three saloons, for the
make- the bread nutritious
quarter ending July 1 the expenses to
an 1 WHOLESOME
the county for justice of the peace
fees alone were $15S.45. For the same
Pre-ventic-

-- l.
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PALEH, President.

HJciitS,

The First

Cashier.
g
Assistant Cashier,

H. VAS&HJ,
B. READ,

lafenal

Bank

OF SANTA FE.
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the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is
Tbe
every postoTr.- in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
New Mexican Is

R.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Surplus
Profits, 75,000
-

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
5
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
5 stocks in'-almarkets for its customers.
Buys and sells
2' domestic arid
foreign excriange and makes telegraphic transfer
dof money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
'as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private, interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years'-- time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent 'with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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THE PRESIDENT FOR STATtHOOU -i prevail
higypr or in Austria, or even
,
in the- iThitPrt
- -- v -;
...
r-state
uas
c,
president iau
the
lauf"u
n,V
t- vtat..hn,l He has T
as
Archaeology
promised jo aid in the- passa; ?e; of an tw pronounced a, scorching criticism
i
,
enabling" act at the coming session of ,tbe (article: "There are more per
His address at Albu- pie unhappy in the city of New York
of Congress.
are in all of
right now lhan-th- ere
querque yesterday, was definite and Mexico. I have' made the
trip on
hopeful, and yet also voiced kindly horseback, through the republic from
seemit
there
Underneath
warning.
Arizona to Guatamala without escort
ed to linger a touch of distrust, of ap- or
guide and at no time was my life
of
fault
not
the
is
This
prehension.
in greater danger titan it would have
the President, there is no doubt of his been on the streets of any American
sincerity; it was not lack of knowl- city. I have seen poverty and even
ihsu
edge for he referred to the statistics peonage in Mexico but the people
but
to
submitted
him,
been
lhat. had
are happy and satisfied. A visit on
somehow, he could not reconcile the any evening to a Mexican village will
sandy and apparently barren land he disclose that happy homes are the
saw from the car windows for miles
that music, play and fun nidi- and miles, with the reports of pros- cate a carefree
people, who do not
perity, growth, development and maof the world but get what
much
terial preparedness and fitness. Sim- they want and need. Our expeditions
ilarly in Arizona, his journey for hun- have spent months at a time in Yuca- dreds cf miles lay over barren wastes tan but nowhere have
they found conwithout even a human habitation. ditions such as are described
in the
President Taft made the same mistake article. The incalculable harm done
WLMJA M VAUGHN pROP,
that most people make, who have the to American interests in Mexico by
eastern idea that, as a matter of course
One
in
of that kind is to be dethe railroads would build through the publications
and
plored
every
paper
reputable
not
Cuisine and
through should make it
best parts of a country,
Large Sample
its business to show
Table
its barrens. But. it was different in the
Service
Room for Comin
the
of
the
deductions
falsity
built
railroads
Xew Mexico, where
Unex
mercial Travelers
article by the American Magazine
realong the lines of least physical
the
to
to
get
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
sistance, only anxious
WASHINGTON AVENUE
INEQUALITY OF ASSESSMENT.
coast, careless for the time being of
El
a
The
Paso Herald which is
of
local traffic which they thought
friend of Xew Mexico, speaks the
developing later by spurs and branch
AMERICAN AND
lines. For that reason, those who truth when it says editorially:
"The tax assessment policy of Xew
EUROPE AN PLA
would see the best parts of Xew Mexico must subject themselves to un- Mexico is decidedly detrimental to the
comfortable railroad and stage travel Territory's interest. The rule is to
from the beaten transcontinental assess at a very small proportion of
lines, must get into the valleys and true value. This necessitates raising
A
t.ir the tav ratp in fl fisnirp whirli snnrwli!
leisurely
the mountains.
"
""'J
lower
the
Pecos,
Mesiila.
the
unreasonably high to an outsider. The!'
through
vitally impor
the town oE Artesia for justice of the
the Espancla, the. scores of other fer rate of assessment in many cases is
tu-- e
BOSS
tant
were
fees
tne
for
poace
,fe
13
low
quarter
as
as
cent
true
value.
of
to
and
the
towns
tile valleys,
per
villages
-town
in
30,
the
1909,
September
The railroads, for instance, are
lhat cluster thick in the hills and
PATENT FLOUR is enti.
of Carlsbad the expenses to the
s
J8&H
KspSSk
J. E. LACOME
mountains, would give the President assessed only $15,000,000, although the
for jsUce 0f the peace fees were
relyfreefromCELLULOSE
bureau estimates the value at
ouite a different idea of the resourcethe indigestible element
fulness of the territories than he gain- $100,000,000; the 5,000,000 sheep are ?234.C5, and for the same period the
Proprietor
ed from the car window from Phoenix assessed at $2,500,000, and the 1,000,-- 1 expenses for justice of the peace fees
of the wheat,
the town of Artesia were nothing.
to the Grand Canon and from the 000 head of cattle at $4,500,000. All
further find that the expense to
Grand Canon to Albuquerque, during the city and town property in the Ter-i'W- e
Commodioas Ssmple I(otm
Which he saw not one of the great ir- ritory is assessed at. only $11,000,000, the county by reason of the justice of '
rigated valleys of the two territories. less than the value of the city at Al- the peace fees is not the only expenses
long Distance Telephone Station.
alone. All the agricultural connected with the offenses tried in
But that is New Mexico's ' misfor- buquerque
tune. The commonwealth is demon- lands in the Territory are assessed at that court, hut that the additional
KAUHE
CO.
H.
$9,000,000, obviously less than the , burden is placed upon the county of
strating every day that it is growing, true value ot
Steam Heated: Electric
such a body of land, for boarding prisoners sentenced in the
FIRST CLASS CAFE
that it has the resources for several
as
land
the Maxwell
Lighted, Every Room
grant. justice of the peace court for petty ofmillion people, that it is patriotic, law instance,
IN CONNECTION
"A much belter plan would be to fenses; and we respectfully call the
a Good One, .. .
abiding, terribly in earnest in its de
!S.
50
on
a
of
assess
basis
per attention of the people of Carlsbad to
uniformly
sire for statehood. Locally it is as
CO
per cent of true value, this condition of affairs and recomwell governed as the most progres cent, or
JFREJBS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.
sive communities in the east; its and lower all tax rates citVj county, mend that the board of trustees of the
town of Carlsbad submit to the voters
schools have made marvelous prog- and town in proportion."
But not only undervaluation but in- of that town the
proposition of prohibress; its' higher institutions of learn
of assessment is a detriment
the sale of intoxicating liquors
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
iting
ing would do cretut to a mucn mure equality
wealthier common- to Xew Mexico. This inequality was within its limits."
and
populous
wealth, financially it is giving a good forcibly illustrated by the publication
a tj&me
yesterday of the assessment returns
account of itself.
The death at Philadelphia from loek
of the counties of Taos and of Quay.
Woman living in ren
New Mexico is satisfied therefore Both counties have
Every
the same jaw of the son of a physician who himted property longs to
about
his
of
with the President's promise
get into a house of ber own.
area and both have about the same self vaccinated the boy so that he
There are hundreds of things
aid in the attainment of immediate
a
would
all
she would like to do to wake her
had
Taos
from
but
escape
county
possible
population,
danger
with
i iE"irat Class X5esta-u.ra.aa.- t
.
his
it
takes
statehood:
own home more eonfortable,
warnings
beas to cleanliness and
lack
care
for
of
years
population
niany
large
and pleasant Nearly
attractive
all that they imply, with gcd grace,
G.
50c
RATES
HERRERA
and
LUPE
up
Prop,
fore Quay county attracted settlers, it aseptic properties of instruments and
every woman is a money saver
and will prove to him that'the fundaand shewlll help you wonderfully
OPEN Day & Nijrht
Fe New Mexico- Santa
as vaccine used, will greatly strengthen
as
interests
vested
had
long
large
a
for
home.
to
will
pay
mental law which it will adopt
300 years ago, while Quay county's the position of those7 who are opposed
measure up to higher standards than
are taken up by homestead en- to compulsory vaccination.
lands
There
of
most
the constitutions adopted by
not
tries
patented and therefore would be no need of prophylactic
AMERICAN PLAN $1.60
the other states. New Mexico is not not taxable.yet Taos
;EU,R0PEAN PLAN 60cAND7Bc
Do
county has had for measures such as vaccination if every
afraid of the future, it wilLnot shirt
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK
community were clean, would banish
the responsibilities and the burdens many years promising mining camps,
We will ell you a very desirwaextensive
timberlands,
important
manure heaps, back yard filth and the
self
come
with
will
able hoiLe on payments,' which
government;
that
has
which
ter
of
rent money will make
county
Quay
rights,
lour
most
of them
outhouse abomination, for smallpox,
in fact, it has assumed
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
Pon't wait. Begin now paying
and yet, the taxable assessment
none,
addiwould
it
most
for
other
home.
all
diseases
that
and
your
contagious
gain
already;
NEAT
LUNCH
COUNTER
I1T
Let us explain our
tional would be the choosing of a few of the new county of Quay is four are public filth diseases. For each case
ROOM
LADIES
DINING
old
rich
of
the
that
times
moand
county
or cheap
CCUWECTIOIT
contract
officials of its own, the right to. vote
of such illness and for each death from
SZTITII HCTEL
Taos.
N. M.
SANTA
NEY.
for President of the United States of
it, every indivdual tax payer is to
klNSELL
ATI
M.
GEO.
and representation in Congress,
blame for not insisting that the town
Dr. Wu Ting Fang, the Chinese min294 San Francisco St.
the other responsibilities and burbe kept clean and the schools have
dens it has already assumed, from ister seems to have fallen an easy
A
medical
supervision.
quar
to the spiritualistic necromancer. proper
ter a centrury from now, it is very likeelecting its own local officials to prooccult
an
attraction
The
has
always
viding the money for tbe support of
look upon
ly that our descendants
its own local government and its to the Oriental mind and for centuries communities that permitted filt h to
were
sciences
cultivated
occult
the
manifold schools and irstitutions.
Sts
contaminate air and water and to 708 W 6th St. S.W. Cor.;6th. &
more assiduously in the east than they
Rng-elea
Los
disease
as barbarous.
'
spread
America.
But
the
were in Europe and
BARBAROUS MEXICO.
scientific spirit of the Caucasian has
First dais family Ho
Mexthe
Under
heading "Barbarous
The mayor of San Antonio, Tex., is
tel EUROPEAN PLAN
invaded the domain even of the Orientico," the American Magazine for Ociw rooms. 2o private
new very indignant and is fighting bitterly
AH
baths.
outside
tober prints, what appears to be a al wonder worker and has given a
rooms, best ventilated
proposition of the Salvation
terrible arraignment of conditions in direction to his invasion of the spirit the
house
in
the
city; two
to erect a home for fallen woblock from Post i fllce
the neighboring republic of Mexico. world. Thus far, humbug and char- Army
ir
very heart of city;
But a perusal of the article makes it latanism have been the greatest gain- men in the main part of the city. He
unexcelled for comfort
and con v e n i e nee;
manifest that the American Magar ers, but grains of truth are being care- says that he does not want such a
visiprompt attention and
zine is seeking to earn its title as fully sifted from the chaff and before placo flaunted into the faces of
cleanliness Is o u r
motto; hot and cold
"The Yellow One" among magazines. long the world may know something tors. Yet, San Antonio has the repu
running water and
There is no more truth to the deduc- mere definite about the realms that tation of bein.g a wide open town,
steam heat.
in
is
vice
certain
where
rampant
tions made by the article than there thus far have been outside the range
RATES 75c day special terms by month.
would be to the statement in a Mexi- of human Investigation,
knowledge quarters. The attitude of the mayor Washington Bt, (Jar direct to door.
M.I, BARRY, Prop-Ican magazine that it is the custom of and experience.
appears to be Pecksniffian therefore.
To tolerate vice and then to fisht an
women of the United
the well-to-dThe little new town of Naravisa, institution which is to rescue women
States to murder their servant girls,
TUESDAY OCT 19
because a woman at Omaha actually way up in the northeastern corner of from its clutches, is uncharitable to
LAUNDRY
did kill a woman in her employ. The Quay county, held a successful agri- say the least, on the part of municipal
incidents cited by the American' cultural fair this month, thus putting authorities.
WORK
Magazine are such as might have hap- to shame the small faith of the peoSend Your laund y to the
pened anywhere in the United States, ple of the Capital who at one time
The playfulness of the freshmen and
but even the Incidents related are dis- had public spirit enough to maintain
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
an entire
torted and exaggerated. No photo- an annual hoi licultural fair but who sophomores who demolished
on
York
an
New
as
in
at Albuquerque.
Thursday
graphs accompany the article but have had no fair for several years. hotel
incident m thel- - pranks is much to be Basket leaves
merely drawings which a glance Says the Logan Leader:
Tuesday,
shows to be products of a vivid imag"Naravisa's third anDual fair held Huimieu.
Returns
Friday
16 High Class Shows'
200 People 200 :
ination. Incidentally it Is true that last week was better than ever. The
blow1
Fe
at
Santa
Kerr
for
AGENCY
would
to
only arrant
wages are low in Mexico, that many agricultural display was
immense, nrnnprtv
:
Biggest Event Ever Held in Santa Fe.
of its people are poor and live the and this, with the other fine exhibits up buildings in mere playfulness, they tarberSoop;
PbODe No 122
simply life. 13iat. superstition may he' and the amusement features, made the might find as much commendation as .Pj. O. BROWN,
: GRAND FREE ACTS' r
:
t
found in the smaller settlements just fair equal to those held'In the older the young man in college who in- ,'
Rta
Agent.
as these conditions may be said toahd more developed countries."
dulges in an occasional hazing party.
.
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UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000
.;

'

OFFICERS

FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN

W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.
Asst. Cashier.

W. E. GRIFFIN.

FRANKLIN FLICK

G.

J.

R. H. HANNA

MULLER
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The Place wLsON RANGES
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Special

Palace.

INLAID LINOLEUMS
PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

,

buj

CHAIRS OF ALL KINDS

for
ZTeeks
rs

Mrs. Frank Y. Shoaron this afternoon entertained the Card Club.
M. A. Otero returned
home today from the Duke City.
Land Commissioner H. P. Ervien re
turned last night from Albuquerque, j
.joiin vrawioru, jr., an insurance
man from Denver, is in town stopping
at the Palace.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. K. Clark will return from Albuquerque tomorrow.
.1.
M. Chase, of.l'rbana, Ohio, is in
town enjoying the sights. He is a
guest at the Palace.
Mrs. C. X. Dalies of Willard, Torrance, county, was an arrival last night
stopping at the Claire.
;
'M. O'Neil, the mining man from
is in town on business.' He" 1s
stojjpiiig at.:th Clajre. : Mrs. M.. H. .Crawford of San Diego,
Cat. is in town seeing the sights. ' SJie,
is stopping at' the
Mr. and Mrs. E." F. Whitley of "Chic
ago, were arrivals on today's noon
train stopping at the Claire.
On l'txt Friday the Fifteen Club will
ht l.I a regular meeting at the residence of Mrs. E. B. Thoma'.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- ford is at Albuquerque checking urj the
accounts of the cattle sanitary board.
The Woman's Board of Trade win
give a dance at Library hall on
Thursday evening, Oct. 21, at 8:30.
Mateo Lujan, assistant in the office
of Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien,
is visiting with his family at Las
Vegas.
H. X. Johnson, a forest service man
from Albuquerque, is in town on official business.
He is a guest at the

'

B. LAMY

FREDERICK

is visiting rela-

Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Goldsmith of
St. Louis, who are sojourning at the
Palace, returned this morning from a
visit to Albuquerque,
.1. A.
Haley and W. F. Callahan of
Boston, are in town looking up prospects for wool buying. They are
stopping at the Palace.
Captain Brooks and family will next
s
week take possession of the J. W.
house on Grant, avenue, opposite
Ray-nold-

r"
Ij.
C
nt
wnanes
wagner rurnuure vu.
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Phone
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no.io

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado

Rational

Assaraoce Company

Life

Denver. Colorado..

,

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico

A M.
Santa Fe,

N. M.

Catron

Block

t&SSti

WE CORDIALLY INVITE
YOUR ATTENTION
TO OUR DISPLAY-

OF

-

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats
In Eelts, Collars and
Handkerchiefs etc.
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Moda Millinery

Phone B'ack

Catron Block.
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the Presbyterian church.
Miss Anita Bergere has gone to Albuquerque where she is the suest of
her uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Luna, at the Alvarado.
Judge Albert B. Fall of Three
Rivers, former attorney general of
the Territory, was with the crowds
at. Albuquerque yesterday.
Ira G. Hedrick of Kansas City, and
A. W. Oppmann of Cleveland,
are
business visitors in Santa Fe. They
are quartered at the Claire.
J. P. Stone and wife of Portales,
were noon arrivals today, coming to attend the funeral of Col. Max Frost.
They are guests at the Palace.
Judge William H. Pope of RoswelL
but formerly of this city, was a visitor
in Albuquerque yesterday and attended the reception to President Taft.
Denietrio Perez, at one time auditor of the Territory and for many years
a resident cf Santa Fe, is very ill at
the home of Trinidad Romero at Las
Vegas.
Acasio Eduardo Gallegos, who was
brought to Santa Fe from Silver City
by his father, seriously ill with nioun-- j
tain fever, is reported to be much improved.
Sousa, the Band King, and his stars,
will spend all of Tuesday in Santa
Fe. They will arrive on their special
train at 8:30 o'clock in the morning
from Raton.
Chief Justice Mills of Las Vegas,
went to Albuquerque yesterday and
accompanied the Presidential party to
El Paso where he attended the Yale
banquet to the President.
Mayor Jose D. Sena accompanied
the Presidential party to El Paso ad
will spend a week with Mrs. Sena at
Las Cruces for a well earned rest,
before returning to Santa Fe.
Dr. B. S, Gowen, president of the
New Mexico Normal
University at
Las Vegas, is one of the New Mexicans attending the Yale banquet in
honor of President Taft at El Paso

today.

J. P. Dunlavy of Mountainair, who
was seriously stabbed some time ago,
has practically recovered and expects
to be out of bed by Monday. The
hearing of his assailant will be on Oc-

tober

The Valley Hanch

Have you visited the VALLKY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the bestof home comforts with SDlennhl board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Peeos this jear was
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season closts
;
October 15th.
,
Ai e you aware that the grouse 'and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH oas the best tennis court and
v
dancing floor in the territory.
i
,
lUnetrateil TPamplilat aua.d. all Information.
.

F. MILLER, Mgr.

JHE
'

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

HOME BAKERY
EA$T SIDE QF PLAZA.

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS

Order from Us direct, or Phone to the Winter
Grocery or H. S. Kaune and Co, uatil our
phone is'i i place, Lt us have your crdef for
regul tr goods or special order,

20.

L. M. Disney of Chicago, irrigation
engineer and capitalist, who is interested in the Fort Sumner irrigation
project, is in Santa Fe figuring on
the Lake Urton 'project under the
Carey act. His family is with him.
Colonel E. C. Abbott has returned
to New Mexico from his trip to the
Pacific coast and was met at Albuquerque by Mrs.. Abbott who accompanied him to El Paso, Texas, where
they witnessed the meeting of the
Presidents today.
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa
expect to remain a few days longer
in Albuquerque before returning home
although Mr. Jaffa may come up for
tomorrow afternoon expecfttngr
to
leave again on Sunday evening. Mrs.
Jaffa with President Taft last evening
led the grand march at the Monte'
zuma ball at the Alvarado.
,
A. J. Fischer, secretary of the territorial board of pharmacy, Is home
from meetings of the board at Carls1
bad, Clovis and Albuquerque.
Nine
candidates for certificate were examined but only two succeeded in passing. Mr. Fischer found prosoerity and
growth everywhere in New Mexico,
but says that Santa Fe is doing best
of all.
"Mr. and Mrs. E. E Studley very
delightfully entertained last evening
.
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Which are You Pavin g For? t
The Bis Load or the Little Load.

Cer-ri'llo-

DIRECTORS
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tives at Albuquerque.
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If you 3ave-aordin iry heater you are buying the big load of soft coal
wncre the $?vm load would be sufficient' tuel to 'nroduce the same
amount of hent hi the
i.
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WILSON HEATE.R.

i

1

The celebrated Hot 3): jt Down-Drain the Wil-eproduces perfect
combustion and the burnable fumes which escape in other heaters are
con:?;';red in the Wilson,1 so that cvi.ry shovelful of coal in
the Vihon Heater will produce 40 cr cent more heat than
the rr.rne mnount of coal in other hectors.
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in honor of Chief Justice W. J. Mills
of Las Vegas at an elaborate course

dinner.
The table was beautifully
decorated, the color scheme being
carried out in scarlet. After the dinner the parly enjoyed themselves with
a social game of whiit. The invited
guests were: W. J. Mills of Las Vegas: W. E. Gortner of Las Vegas; Mr.

and Mrs. J. Leahy. Mr. and Mrs.
jamin Sherrod, Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
Stretcher, and Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Hobbs." Raton Range.
"A reception will be tendered Rev.
and Mrs. Edgar C. Anderson in the
Methodist church parlors next ThursBesides members of
day evening.
the church and congregation,
there
will be several distinguished visitors
present, among the number Miss Nellie Snider, a former M. E. missionary
west side. Miss
located on the
Snider has been in attendance at the
annual meeting of the Home Mission-airCalif.,
Society in Los Angeles,
and will stop over here on the homeward trip to Lena, 111., in company
with some of the officers-elec- t
of that
organization." Las Vegas Optic.
Hon. A. L. Lawshe, third assistant
postmaster general, who visited Santa
Fe twice last month, has tendered
his resignation to Postmaster General
Ben-

Hitchcock

an'd

President Taft, to

ils citizens

The Montezuma Ball.

With the President of the United
States to lead the grand inarch with
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa of Santa Fe,' and
with the most brilliant assemblage of
men and women ever brought together
in Kew Mexico last night's Montezuma
ball, the ninth of these functions since
Montezuma made his first appearance
in Albuquerque, was a social event
likely to occupy a large place in the
social history of the 'territory for a
long time to come. Several hundred
guests attended and at 10 o'clock,
when the President appeared, coming
from the banquet hall with Mrs. Jaffa
and the committee of ladies who
had captured hint, the ball room was
so crowded that dancing was difficult.
It continued so during, the early part
cf the evening and until the large
number who did not remain for the
later dances had left for their homes
or betaken themselves to the refreshment rom or the placita and the attractive forest of cottonwoods and the
Indian tepees. The placita with its
pearl shell fountain and its Indian
setting made the big hit of the eventhe
ing and furnished undoubtedly
greatest hit the management of the
hall has ever achieved. The dance
brought out a beautiful array of ele- gant gowns and with it perfect music
and pleasing refreshments was in
every way a success.
FIALA INTIMATES

New York, Oct.

16.

Prof.

IS LIAR.

H.

COLD WEATHER IS HERE
and we are p'epired fo- - it with the newest
and anappiest line of beautiful furs ever shown
in the city.
PRICES. RANGING FROM 2.50 T0 25.00
We would be pleased to show them to you,
for when you sf e them we know it means a sale.

Just

received also bi line childrens jackets that

range inprice from
CHILDRENS,
MISSES and

LADIES

$2.00

6.00

t0

Faie

MEN.

Petticoa is

Iidt Gowns

WOMEN and

CHILDRENS

en-

able him to live in Xew Mexico, his
health being such as to make residence in Xew Mexico's climate advisable.
Mr. Lawshe and his family
will probably locate soon in the Territory, and it may be possible that
being an old newspaperman, that he j
will purchase some established Xew
Mexico newspaper and with one of his
sons having decided talent in the
same direction, edit it and take an active part in the upbuilding of the Sunshine Territory. He is a native of
Michigan but has learned to like the
southwest and the southwest in turn
will be very glad to have him among

COOK

URS-FURS-WINTER-- FUHS

THEY ARE NEW AND PRICES RIGHT

w.

TOWNSEND
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THE RACKET STORE.

Abstract- s-

Abstracts

.Abstracts

NEW ABSTRACT DEPARTMENT In connection
with REL ESTATE & INSURANCE, business;
.'v
experienced man in charge.
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ROS WELL-TOR-

.

AN C

E

AUTOMOBILE

ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
ico.
Agent "of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co.,
,
1: 00 p. m. connecting with trains for
New Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
0
lba. Any
Baggage allowance
Railway.
amount of baggage can' be carried
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a, m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
U. S. MAIL

AND

PA SSENGER

Servlce Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agenta for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
,
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the
Valley and western New Mex-

Ros-veil-

J. W. STOCKARD,

C.

Parker, who with Anthony Fiala has
been requested by Dr. Cook to ascend
Mt;. McKinley and see if the records
are on the summit, will probably not
go., He says he does not think it pos- sible that the mountain can be scaled
at the place where Cook says he made
the ascent.

& CO.

NOW IS THE

1

MANAGER

1Mb

To have that SUIT cle ined, press d and put in good shape
We will do U(
for fall wear.
We will ciarge Kllatli"

-

;

j"

.'

The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
PHONE

203

BLACK

208 WEST

PA LA OK AVE.

JTHE SANTA"
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score
final
the
it,
nothing
have a genuine coffee substitute,
Church of the Holy Faith.
may be had by applying to
1
e might
schedule
Tomorrow the following
and one that would be thoroughly sat- ing 5 to in favor of the visitors.
Brewers Kid Takes Three Straight of services will be held at the Church
H. S. LUTZ,
isfying in every possible respect. Sold
Heats.
TO THE EAST & NOHTH
of the Holy Faith: Holy Communion
Andrews.
by Frank
In one of the prettiest and most ex- 7:45 a. m.
Santa Fe,
Morning prayer 11 a...m.
:
I
1,
u j .on
Now id effect Via
citing finishes ever witnessed during Hiveimig
IN GAY PAREE.
;ou. ciouiiuay
scuuui
praym
N. Mex.
an Albuquerque race meet. Brewers 9:45 a. m. F. W.
Pratt, priest in
Gay Paree, is one of the feature
Kid won the final heat and the race charge.
Carnival
Reiss
Nat
with
shows
the
MEW MEXICO
Co. It is a musical comedy and con- in the big $1,000 stake race, which
,
Presbyterian.
Sabbath school 9:45 a. m. Christian
sists of a number of pretty girls who was the premier feature of a splendid
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
in their profession in program at the fair grounds yester- Endeavor 3:30 and 6:30 p. m. Public
are
liners
top
E. P. & S.
day afternoon. The big event was worship 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
songs, dances and poses.
No lady need hesitate to witness started with a large field, under clear Preaching morning and evening by
this production, nothing is said or skies and a fast track. Brewer's Kid Rev. A. P. Vaughn.
A. N. BROWN
Pur full particulars,
a.-via
w.
&
b:,
done that will detract from the high got off well in each of the three heats
St. John's M. E. Church.
P.
p.
8,
g,
Address
and crossed under the wire in the lead
Kl Paso Texas.
class qualities of the performance.
school at 9:45.
Sunday
New Meiico Central Bailroafl
Ever foremost in securing attrac- in the first and second heats but was
Morning preaching service at 11 a.
in
the
and
final
third
closely
pressed
sucMr.
Reiss
has
tions for his shows
m.
ceeded in inducing young Carl Hazen- - heat by Dewey Dillon, who finished
Enworth League at 6:45 p. m.
.October 15th and 16th
Snake
bach to join him, and at enormous less than a foot behind.
Evening
preaching service at 7:30.
Brown
also
made
a
in
finish
pretty
outlay has secured him and his lions the final
music and sermons morning
Meeting of Presidents
heat, being beaten under 'Special
in a spectacular thrilling production,
and evening.
wire
the
The
a
length.
by
entitled "Fighting the Lions". Cold
C. F. LUCAS,
Taft and Diaz $13.40
mile dash was won by Carmosa in a
type cannot describe this feature,
Pastor.
finish.
The
six
third
race,
gruelling
which beggars description and holds
a half furlongs was taken by C.
Good returning Oet. 8th
the audience until the end and it is and
Mr. F. G. Fritz, Oneonta, N. Y.,
with Straightline right behind
J.
Cox,
sees
one
a
the
with sigh of relief that
was
writes:
little
"My
greatly
girl
with Dick B. B. a good third.
finish, but all are ready to see it over him,
The event was one of the most spec- benefitted by taking Foley's Orino
November 1st. to 7th.
again.
tacular on the card, the winner and Laxative, and I think it is the best
Among the lions is Wallace, the two
El Paso Fair and
place horses being bunched to- remedy 'for constipation and liver
man killer who has already killed
trouble." Foley's Orino Laxative is
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
so
was
it
not
that
closely
gether
three keepers, and who is a terror, known
and
exactly who won the event un-- ' mild, pleasant and effective,
Exposition $13.40
Wallace's latest victim being Colonel til
cures habitual constipation. Sold by
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
announced
the
The
judges.
by
to
Frank Hall, who tried
subjugate fourth race, a mile
Good returning Nov. 8th
handicap was tak-- I all druggists.
him. There are in all sixteen separate
en
Coppers, with Siberia second
and distinct attractions with the Reiss and bySweetheart
The New Mexican can do printing
Train arrives in El Paso
third.
Shows and every one meritorious and
8 a. m. In time for good day
The results of the races yesterday equal to that done in any of the large
19
will
October
of
week
the
certainly are as follows:
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
Sight-seein- g.
be one of pleasure.
First heat Brewer's Kid, first; work we turn out. Try our stock
P. LYNG,
Snake Brown second; Halina Morgan, once and you will certainly come
Via
If people with symptoms of kidney
City Freight & Passenger Agent
Wre have all the facilities for
Time
fourth.
third;
Dillon,
Dewey
again.
or bladder trouble could realize their 2:141-4- .
danger they would without loss of
Second heat Brewer's Kid, first;
time commenpe taking Foley's Kidney
Dillon, second; Snake Brown,
Dewey
Remedy. This great remedy stops the third; Halina
Morgan, fourth. Time
pain and the irregularities, strength- 2:15.
ens and builds up these organs and
Third heat Brewer's Kid, first;
there is no danger of Brlght's disease
Dillon, second; Snake Brown,
Still in effect to all
or other seriou3 disorder. Do not dis- Dewey Halina
Albuquerque N M Oct. 18-2- 3
third;
Morgan, fourth. Time
the early symptoms. Sold by 2:17. Money goes
regard
as in last heat.
points.
all druggists.
In the last heat Brewer's Kid made
a gallant effort to lower the local
For further Information make inquiry of
The New Mexican Printing Com- track record of 2:13, held by Stranger
';' Round Trip from Santa Fe, On sale Oct 15th to 23rd.
pany has on hand a large supply of O.
F. H. McBglDE, A?ent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
Return limit Oct. 25th. 19G9.
Second race Five eighth mile dash
pads and tablets suitable for school
SANTA FE. N. M.
work, the desk, and also for lawyers Carmesa, first; Dandy Dancer, second;
Go
and merchants; good everywhere. We Vivon. third. Time 1 0i
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
Third race Six and one half fur-- !
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u little in imagination
ld which titrnej the
when
discovery of
'lls me tlii'sc big figures.
of affairs in California and the
like to
have him think so.
if ht docs west. A tableax showing the jnte;ior
tiling so and if he is an optimist he is of an early gambling hall will typify
it '
l
likely io make those funres the wild times 'hat tollowed the find
You have a great sheep raising ing of gold and tie- rush of the argoHo.jrl.
Furni-he.- !
rooms. Mrs L. A. Harvey.
industry lu re. It indicates io me that nauts.
An old historic stage coach with o:ie
the sheep is a mighty close browsing
FOR !U:.T. OR SALE A gooo
animal if he can get anything off of of the old time dtivers will nimble
these plains. I havp no doubt that along, much as it us. d to wheti it typewriter. J. B. Sloan.
there must be something worth hav- crossed the plains and mountains. A
FOR KKVI
Furnished i com. bath.
ing if you can raise such stock as you pony express rider will be seen dashcan in ihis territory. In other words, ing along with his pr. Hons burden as electric li- -l '. Phone T.'.X.
the railroad.
traveling through here and first seeing he did in the days
FOR RKNT
house. .VI- The coming of the lailroad which
the ground and then seeing the people
itherland. 2'iT C!ia am! then talking to them gives you a marked another epoch in the histmy of dress Mrs.
kind of exhiliration. Why you feel California will be shown by a repro- eile street.
as if you stood at the bottom of a duction of the famous scene of the
EKI.KCT BOARD AND ROOMS
great chimney and the flue of the driving of the htst .spike uniting the
Those
desiring same phone Black !".
hiies of the inhabitants were just Central and I'nion Pacific 'railroads
Reasonable terms: near Capitol.
will
be
I
There
feel
tableaux
when
in
it.
and
allegorical
carrying you up
that
;) you may know it is a pretty budding with pretty girls. One of the
WANTED, a poMiien by a house-uiddl- e
v
.
like out here picturesque features wil! be "The
good flje. One thing
keener
of experience,
aged.
I have not heard preached in any way Fallen
Monarch" showing a gigantic
Call at
Aiiji ican lady, good co
the doctrine of discontent.
The only redwood uprooted. Agriculture,
2 - Palace ave.
and the other industries of tin'
thing vim are discontent with is that
yon have not a greater opportunity, state will be represent
WANTED 100 laborers ?. Arroyo
Not only will there b e more floats
and that is the kind of discontent that
Hondo dam. Wages $1.50 per day.
and tableaux in the Portoki pageant
we ouht to encourage.
1
to the superintendent at the
The great object of the American than at any other celebration ever Apply or to mv
office.
Sten Lund.
works,
I , in
held
this country but many of them
civilization and the American method j
os' government
of win ne tne largest ever nun:, l here
is the promotion
Traveling men ;,re earning from $r(
immense
stationary to $lu per day carrying our pocket
equality of opportunity, and that 1 will be seven
- .
,
think you have out here in perfection. floats, each 46 feet long and weighing side line.
For particulars addrcts
There is certainly lots of land, and more than CO tons.
2uth Century Mfg. Co.. Bins Wells St.,
there is certainly lots of opportunities
They will be mounted on float cars Chicago, 111.
to improve that land if you will only-pu- t and placed at intervals along Market
muscle and the elbow grease and street. Each will be resplendent with
SALESMEN WANTE- D- Experienthe optimism into the business, and more than 0,noo incandescent lights ced advertising novelty men.
Rest
each man into whose face I look and and cascades of real water illuminated selling line of calendars, combination
each well dressed woman, and they by search lifihts will lie a picturesque bank books, leather goods and novelTrade well esare all well dressed and all young, in- feature of several of these floats. ties en the market.
Liberal
contracts. Exdicate to me that they are happy, that Hands will play on them all night for tablished.
clusive territory. Apply quick. Econothey have homes here, and they do not the dancing of the merry makers.
my Adv. Co., Iowa City, la.
want to go back to what you used to
International Armada.
call the states. That they are content
The greatest international armad.i
WANTED Live reliable man to
here to grow up in New Mexico, that ever gathered in a Pacific port will be
us in Santa Fe. To sell
represent
and
New
of
seen
in
feel
Mexico,
San
of
harbor
the
Francisoc
they
proud
most up to date line of
and
install
a
lit during the Portola Festival, October
when they go east they feel just
Carbon and Central Oenerating
tle bit -j- ust a little bit sorrowful of 19 to
The flags of six nations will Hydro
Buy direct from
factory.
r
those of us who have to live in that float over an array of
brist- Systems.
Man with experience preferred. Adand
apbenighted country.
(Laugh
ling with guns that will stretch for dress Willton (!as and Light Co. 17t-4t- "
Hut. joking aside, my dear miles along the water-fron- t
and attract
plause.)
Welton St.. Denver, Colo.
friends. I do congratulate you sincere- tens of thousands of spectators.
ly on the prospects you have before
The hills about the bay will echo
WANTED Here at last: first adThe prospect which you can and
you.
o
with the roar of cannon vertisement in Literary Digest May
work out yourself, and which I doubt as the naval courtesies are exchanged, lnth sold il 4; started 15 lawyers and
not you will work out in a way that for the etiquette of the sea calls for 19 preachers as agents, making 5 15
will commend you to the people of the the
burning of much powder. Launch- to $110 weekly; leng time coming, cost.
other I'nited States. (A voice in crowd. es and cutters will dart about bearing $15,000 to perfect. Shaving men de"One more star.") Oh, one more star. gorgeously uniformed officers and the lighted; buy eagerly; only machine
a
want
in
with
to
constitution Oh yes. well you wil see stars out foreign sailors in their picturesque ever invented to sharpen every kind
you
get
tha1.
and
and
bucks
ties you here in this country with a great deal uniforms will lend a piquant dash of of razor: risk a postal, learn how to
gags
you,
T
make $90 weekly honorably. NEVER
in every way, that is the kind of a
i more purity than we do at home. Now color to the scenes ashore,
FAIL CO., !)9 Nicholas. Toledo, Ohio.
ct.sibility you hav.j got to assume, when statehood will come, it would be
Cireat Britain with three vessels will
Of
me
to
for
course,
I
I
prophesy.
but hope you won't.
hope you upnwise
have the largest representation of any
won't because I mean to become as re- you want it tomorrow morning. Well, of the foreign powers. The H. M. S. resent Kaiser Wilhelm at the Portola
festival. It will be the first time in
.. .1 f
i.
i
i
l..
sponsible as I can for your admission you will not. get it tomorrow morning. Toe,m,.u,
one o,e u.e
.a.gesi aim most many
g tha( a German war ve8sol
into the United States, and I want I sincerely hope that an enabling act, powerful cruisers in the
English
navy,',
in a Pacific American
seen
been
has
I
a!
influence
use
the
to
and
intend
you to come in and stand up like other
will be the flagship of the British fleet.
states without the burden of consti I can to secure the passage of an en- The Bedford was detached from the port. In view of the threatened clash
between England and Germany the
tution that is a mere statutory provis abling act at the next session of Con- - China
squadron and sent to San Fran- - sight, of the fighting machine of the
Such an act has cisco for
ion for details, but with a fundamental gress, (Applause.)
the Portola. The other Britlaw that shall be like the constitution been introduced. It will have to go ish war vessels will be the Shearwater t wo countries side by side will be an
one.
of the United States, simple, compre- to a committee and be considered with and
Never before in the interesting
Algerine.
The cruiser St. Louis flying the flag
I am in
hensive, with proper limitations as to reference to its provisions.
history of the I'nited States will Great
vested rights and personal liberty but favor of deliberation with respect to Britain have had as many war vessels of Rear Admiral Phelps will be the
not going into all the details that a the process by which you come into in an American Pacific port as in San flagship of the American naval representation. Admiral Phelps will outpresent condition presents that may the Union. I am so convinced that it Francisco next week.
rank any of the foreign officers in
cease to be of the slightest importance is better for you to take a little time
Sense-Compli- ments
While .Tanan will be rpiiresentpH bv port. Cruisers, mointors, torpedo boat
dein
and
constitution
getting up your
except as a burdensome restriction in
one ship, the big cruiser Idzumo, destroyers and a flotilla of revenue
the next ten years. In other words, termining among yourselves whether only Mikado
sent along Prince Shimat-z- cutters will complete the American
the
can
well
want
that you
make yourselves statesmen and send it is what you
with
a
of good will. The display.
message
statesmen to your convention when afford to delay six months or a year Idzumo
was
first
of the foreign
the
The American and foreign naval ofthe course of coming into the Union
you draft a constitution.
vessels to drop anchor in San Francis- ficers will be entertained at a number
find
in
be
to
than
and
hustled
i
your
a
ro n.atir
Tho trm.i.ia
.i,.n
co Bay, arriving here on October 11.
of brilliant social functions. The sailfundaPresi- is their loyalty to the commander in a constitution you will take any old selves hampered by
1C
Oct.
M.4
N.
The
vessels
be
of
will
Albuquerque,
the
ors and marines will march in the big
object
like
do
not
law.
that
mental
Now,
you
sevdent Taft in his address from the plat- chief of the armv and navv in which ' thin& i 'ou can ony et statehood. I but I am
went
much
as
it
through
curiosity
military parade. There will be cutjust telling you the truth,
know that. Well there ought to be a
form at the Alvarado hotel pledged they served so well. (Applause).
races and boxing and wresting
1
of
severe
of
ter
eral
the
the
engagements
out
are
if
hustled
and
it turns
that you
provision by which you should first
himself irrevocably to statehood for am
Japanese-Russiawar and there is an tournaments for the men.
in
not
a
have
do
law
and
to
fundamental
am
I
able
not
that
sorry
say vote 0n your constitution, and then
New Mexico, not statehood in the disI am a fellow-soldie- r
with you. I vote on your officers, and I hope you such as you ought to have you cannot interesting collection of relics aboard
tant future but statehood from the that
Foley's Honey and Tar clears th3
have no right to wear a uniform, but nave tne strength of character enough say that I did not warn you against which the officers delight in showing
hands of the next session of Congress the constitution
The crew and officers are air passages, stops the irritation in
I am your to vote down a poor constitution and that trouble, but that in the course of visitors.
that
says
adHe would not guarantee immediate
this administration you will come in nearly the same as those who fought the throat, soothes the inflamed memcommander in chief, and you have got wait untii
y0u can get a good one by a as a
mission, he pleaded for deliberation on to
branes, and the most obstinate cough
state, and come in on the' Idbnmo in the war.
the best way you can with new convention. If you could get one,
For the first time in nearly a quarter disappears. Sore and inflamed lungs
the part of the commonwealth in draft- it- - get along
I
with
a
constitution.
j
sincerely
good
why then come in with it, but if you
ing its constitution, but he did promise
and profoundly hope, and I mean to of a century the tricolor of Holland are healed and strengthened, and
to
resnect.
not
mv
do
to
Now.
with
then
have
courage
enough
enabfriends,
of
the
the
for
will be seen in a Pacific American port. the cold is expelled from the system.
to work
passage'
New Mexico.
You have here, in a vote it down. I won't know whether benl every effort that I can to bring Queen Wilhelmina ' sent the cruiser Refuse any but the
ling act this winter. He said:
genuine in the
t
.now, my menus, i maun
auoui.
sense, the oldest community In the you will have or not. You have that
modone
of
most
Sold
Loriioa
all druggists.
of
aentlement
the
.nri
mt
yellow
package.
by
nave
iTli,
Uliuiv
noi
United States; you have been strug- - yet to prove. I like to look into your ou f listening to me. i
ern in the Dutch navy to San FrancisI
Mexico:
I
have
New
and
set
but
a
nade
hope
speech,
Albuquerque
gling since the 15th or lGth centuries faces and see that you are Americans,
co for the Portola.
The New Mexican can uo printing
I am glad to see you. (Cheers.) I for Rtatehnnd hn vnn were nrnmisert and wou are Just as conscious that you 1old yu what vou wanted to know
The Italian cruiser Calabria will ar- - equal to that done in any of the large
about
statehood.
I
am
Goodbye.
am glad to be here to say what
statehood, if I recollect it, in the treaty are going to be the most perfect state
rive in San Francisco after a journey cities. Our solicitor, every niece of
going to say about that thing which H of Guadalupe Hidalgo; at least there in the union as possible. You do not
of eight weeks coming from the east - j work we turn out. Try our stock once
IN
CENTURIES
THREE
seem
You
was a provision there looking to tak- - assume that these burdens with reuppermost in your minds.
HISTORICAL PAGEANT. ern coast of South America. The Ital ;and you will certainly come again. We
to be able to suess what it Is. Every Ing in this country and making it a spect to statehood amount to anything
ian vessel will be one of the largest have all the facilities for turning out
only give us statehood and every- baby in this territory seoms to be part of the United States, as a state,
j every class of work,
of the foreign
including one of
stateword
first
the
to
trained
You have a population large enough, thing else is heaven beyond. Well, Stirring Events Will Be Graphically
speak
The German cruiser Arcona will rep- - the best binderies in the west.
Illustrated During Portola Festihood. Now, inasfar as lies in me as but, my friends, when you think of you will find that a little different
val in San Francisco.
the chief executive recommending leg- statehood it is like the aspiration of a when you get into it, but it is no reaislaiion to Congress and exercising a j,oy j0 become a man, and to become son why your desire for independence,
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 16. Three
the head of a family, and all the in- - for statehood, for a larger measure of centuries of history will be wheeled
legitimate influence m that regard
the constitutional functions being to dependence that gives; but it also en- - self government should be denied t through the streets of San Francisco
recommend and to veto I first will tails some burdens: when you become you, but I ask you in your own inter- - in the gret historical pageant of the I,.
that I will not veto a bill letting a man you have got to support your- - est, not as a partisan, not represent- - Portola Festival, which will be held
And self, you have got to support your ing any particular party, but anxious on the
New Mexico in.
(Applause).
night of Saturday, October 23,
that wife, your children, if you are lucky that every state that comes into the and will be one of the crownins fearecommend
I
shall
second, that
the promise of the Republican plat- - enough to have them; so it is as to Union should add to the force, the in tures of the big celebration. From the
Are you one of the thousands of women wHo
form upon which I had the honor to be statehood; you have got to select your telligence and loyalty to that Union. primitive life of the aborigines to the
suffer
from female ailments ?
so, don be discourelected President should be carried out own officials. You think that is easy, Anxious for that I ask you to be most airship man's progress will be depict
to
and
a bottle of Wine of
go
aged,
get
territories
the
and
con
your
druggist
that
in good faith,
anc) you d0 not ijke to have them se- careful when you make up your
ed in a series of brilliant moving tabCardui. On the wrapper are full directions for use.
of Arizona and New Mexico shall be ected by somebody else, but perhaps stitution and when you select your leaux.
admitted to the Union, so that we the time will come when you will get first state officers. (Applause.) Now,
The stirring events in California hisDuring the last half century, Cardui has been
shall have nothing but states between. some officials selected by somebody my friends, you have got a great state tory will be graphically portrayed by
established
in thousands of homes, as a safe remedy
the Atlantic and the Pacific. They that differs with you. The majority here. I would not guess it passing actors carefully drilled and amid suris reliable,
pain which only women endure.
have an objection to you because might be such that you won't like the through it as I have today it looks to roundings that are an exact reproduccontains no harmful ingredients and can be dependsome of you speak Spanish. Well, I majority; that some times happens, he very much like a desert with a few tion of the famous scenes of the long
know something about the Spanish jnen you wju have to stand it. You scrubby growths on it.
ed on in almost any case.
ago. A vista of nearly 200 years of
But I have not met a New Mexican, epoch making events will be opened
language, and they could not speak ' cannot fhen put it on to Washington
a more beautiful language than that. You cai.not say if they only under- I have not met a man from Arizona, I up for the vast throngs that will line
I know something about the Spanish stood what the needs of New Mexico have not met a man from Colorado, I the route of the pageant.
descended people and I know how . vere then we would have good officials have not met a man from Montana, I
The first of the tableax will show
courteous, how chivalrous, and what, pi, the time; you have got to do the have not met a man from Idaho, I have the life of the Indiana hunting and
high ideals they have of hospitality and .r iecting yourself. You have got to do not met a man from Washington or feating and fighting, before, the
and courtesy, something else you have Io pass a
kindness, generosity
California that he does not turous Spaniard, seeking gold and new
'and I am glad to come here in contact constitution that shall serve as a fun- have in his pocket a paper containing realms to conquer, pushed his way
with that element and certainly I am damental law, for a hundred years, it the statistics of showing how many into California. Real Indians will peoJ34
jict going to use any influence to keep nay be, because constitutions are not hundreds of thousands or millions of ple these floats and portray that, life
them out if they are citizens of the easily amended. And you are going to acres of land can be made to blossom of their ancestors.
Mrs. Charles Bragg, of Sweetser, lad., tried CardtrL SHe
United States and entitled to be con- have introduced into that convention as a rose and produce the best fruit,
Then will come Don Gaspar de Porsidered like other citizens that we a great many gentlemen who have the best alfalfa, and the best cereals tola with his soldiers and Franciscan
writes: "Tongue cannot tell how much Cardui has done for me.
have taken in, loyal to the flag and patent nostrums that are going to in the world if only you can get water friars. The advent of the padres and
Before I began taking Cardui. could not do a day's wort I
able to serve their country when it is make people good and just by statute; on it and If only the government will the building of an early Spanish mis- would work awhile and lie down.
shall always give praise to vour
necessary. I am glad to have the that are going to accomplish every- - help y0u to do it. (Applause.) Well, sion will be depicted. The care free
mAdimiiA' fTW flow! Til
privilege of speaking here to veterans thing by law and who Intend to put so that is the kind of spirit that does life of the early Spaniards with their
of the Civil war that helped to save many limitations on your legislature things and I like to see It , and 1 do not bull fights and fiestas will be shown
AT ALL DRUG STORES
this country, and I thank them for that it cannot move at all. and now care if the man from Idaho, from Colo- - on floats.
coming out to express what I suppose I Jou have got to meet that issue, and if rado, New Mexico or Arizona is deal- The second division will portrav the
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cannot here survive. Our people are
naturally conservative. This fact is
proven by the history of our territorial banks with scarcely a beginning of restrictive banking legislation
as compared with the enactments of
other states, during the recent financial stringency not a single chartered
territorial bank failure was recorded.
Can New York or Chicago say as

hearthstone from his long journey and
frequent defeats. Benito Juarez rode
into the little adobe village that Was
then known as Paso del Xorte. on a

i.unoo
New-Mexico-
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FULL

These are a Bal.imore Oyster Packed and Sealed
iD Baltimore, no ice, water or dirt of any kind ever
touches them and at the same time all the original
tiivor is retained, aad they only cost a trifle more
than those that come in bulk
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supreme court At Washington is by
his own actifn nullified. Mullen,
I
iv.imm
who is the main witness for R. M.
Nichols who was indicted with him.
mule.
dusty
Through its narrow,
went to Iowa of his own volition and
between low mud houses, the
streets,
16.
Oct.
has given a bond in the $2,500 for his
Colo.,
Denver,
Few
patriot president rode in silence.
Weather forecast for
appearance.
if any recognized him when he rode
The charge against Mullen as reads
Partly cloudy tonigTit
into the little city and settled down
the indictment, is the obtaining of
and Sunday with stationary
on Plaza Guadalupe
Hidalgo in the much?
money under false pretenses, the
temperature.
shadow of the ancient church of
Make us a state. New Mexico will complainants being W. L. Bullis and
never dim the glory of that flag we all A. J. Widmer of Iowa. The trial is
Failor puts up eave troughs right. Guadalupe, in a long, low adobe house,
was love. Give us statehood. We will set for October 2Cth.
Infant Dies The newly born infant to establish the capital of what
prove by the enactment of a consti-- !
of Leopold Gonzales died Thursday left of the Mexican republic.
For months tut ion, our conservatism, our appreIt is different today.
night and was buried yesterday.
of
Marriage Lincense Secured Wesly the preparations have been in prog- ciation of American liberty, yes
J. Simons and Mrs. Eva Euler of Mor- ress for the coming of President Diaz. human rights, property rights, equal
obedience to law.
MONEY AND METALS.
arty, yesterday secured a marriage !! Troops have been arriving daily for rights, and
Both the great' political parties have
New York, Oct. 16. Call money
cense at the office of the probate clerk. weeks to police the city and serve as a
Atch. 122; X.
nominal; Amal. 83
Failor does all kinds of plumbing proper military escort for the presi- declared in positive terms favoring
admission of New Mexico as a Y. C. 135; S. P. 130; U. P. 204
the
and tin work, will save you money.
his
and
guest,
dent
distinguished
state.
Steel 917-8- ; pfd. 128
Prime paper
the President of the United States.
Moving Pictures Tomorrow Night
Our great and able President has 4
Mexican dollars 43.
If the films arrive in time, the usual Emissarios have been arriving from
honored us by his presence! New York, Oct. 16. Lead, copper
moving picture show will be given at Mexico City to complete every detail signally
this
here
evening. Let us hope, trust unchanged.
he Elks theater tomorro wevening at for the comfort of the President.
his observations during
that
and
WOOL MARKET.
pray
o'clock.
eight
chitects, decorators, florists, cooks of his visit within our boundaries mayj St. Louis, Oct.
lt. Wool firm; terWoman's reputation, and secret service men
Sale The
Rummage
sufficient justification to lend ritory western mediums 23(?i28; fine
furnish
Beard of Trade will bold a rummage
.tv fnr wpUs
n tuvmlPf1 iha mH
to the end that mediums 2224; fine 1319.
sale under the portal of the Old Pal and days: $50,000 alone has been spent his earnest support
these conventional declarations be ful- 'GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
ace in front of the Historical rooms.
rebuilding the Juarez custom house as filled. Not only because of the good
Chicago, 111., Oct. 16. Wheat Dec.
on Monday afternoon from four to six
e
i
i.
it
reception room anu naiiquei. nan lur faith, which is naturally implied from 106
May 1061-4- .
'
o'clock.
the meeting of the two Presidents; a the declarations of a national deliberCorn
59
Oct.
Dec. 583-4- .
east
roid
Failor has rubber
roofing,
in the erection of ative body, but because the granting
was
sum
Oats
spent
Dec.
large
40;
May 42
side Plaza, phone B
the Grecian columns down the side of of citizenship to our people is essentiPork Oct. 23.25; Jan. 18.37
Af Trarifi
Rnarrl
M&ptinn
Cnaiftl
3
"
.K
nAAfo
jt.n tnm nt.Qcilonts: ally and inhereutlyxight of itself and
Lard Oct. 12.171-2- ;
Nov. 11.771-A special meeting of the Woman's "1C
80.
to
traverse; streets were paved, because our people are anxious, willnt Tra,io fnr the HiSnssinn nf were
Ribs Oct. 11.15; Jan. $9,671-2- .
sidewalks were laid and finally seven ing and able to govern themselves and
important business will be held at the
LIVE STOCK.
a to enjoy the benefits under the constiirom
Mexico
v.ny,
norists
up
at
using
afternoon
on
Monday
public library
which
the
framed
fathers
tution
ueuOct. 16. Cattle ReKansas
on
nowers.
by
City,
oi
iasi
uie
carload
put
two o'clock.
orations a few minutes before the pres- have made this the greatest republic ceipts 1,000, including 200 southerns.
FOR SALE A bouse composed
on earth.
Market- steady. Native steers $4.50 (q)
five rooms, metal roof, on a lot ninety- idential special train rolled into the
southern steers $3.504.65;
8.75;
arrived.
the
President
and
station
deone
in
of
most
the
nine feet front,
BAD FOR DOCTOR COOK.
cows $2.604; cows, heifers
LOOKS
southern
President Diaz on his present visit,
sirable locations on Palace avenue. In
stockers, feeders $3.25
$2.405.25;
De!
in
his
is
at
not
the
while he
capital
making
quire of Francisco Delgado,
bulls
western
from Page One.)
5.50;
(Continued
$2.753.75;
the same building occupied by General
gado Shoe Co.
steers $3.50S; western cows $2.75
a
old
and Juarez, was
adobe.
Arrivals Palace Mr.
Noon
visitor to the
Edward Barrill. I was present at all 4.25.
Mrs. H. B. Goldsmith, St. Louis; John structure on Commercio street today
Market
Hogs
times when Mr. Barrill made his affReceipts 3,000.
'
Crawford, Jr., Denver; Mrs. M. H. and in fact, in company with President idavit of even date here with all the steady. iBulk sales $7.307.60; heavy
Crawford, San Diego; J. P. Stone and Taft, he addressed the people of the facts stated .in his affidavit covering $7.507.6a; packers, butchers $7.40(?()
wife, Portales. 'Claire Mr. and Mrs. border in front of the one time capi- the
period I was with him, are cor- 7.65; light $77.50; pigs $5.506.50.
F. E. Whitney, Chicago; M. O'Neil. tal. The building has been remodeled
Chicago, Oct. 16. CattleReceipts"
rect.
now and has a new front of brick. In
Cerrillos.
5000. Market steady. Beeves $4.10
I
view
of
"From
recognized
my
point
Weather a Year Ago Today Today side, the mails taand from the United all the
8.75; Texas steers $45.10; western
points mentioned by him and steers
a yar a;;o the weather was clear srrl States are distributed and worked, for
$4.257.50; stockers and feedfrom my knowledge of the conditions
pleasant, although windy and dusty in it is the postofflce of Ciudad Juarez. as existing there it would have been ers $3.105.25; cows, heifers $2.10
9.50.
tSe afternoon. There was 100 per cen;-- In front is the same old cathedral of
for the climb of the moun 5.75; calves $7
of sunshine.
The maximum tempera- Guadalupe that stood there when Ben- impossible
Market
7,000.
Hogs
Receipts
tain to have been made in the time
mixed $7.30(o
ture was (10 desrees and the minimum ito Juarez rose each morning and went claimed
steady.
Light
$77.65;
Dr.
Cook.
by
7.90;
42 degrees.
to mass; the same old cathedral that
this af- 7.45; heavy $7.257.90; rough $7.25
"The reason for
good, choice, heavy $7.457.90;
Failor repairs and paints old roofs fas erected in 1540 by the Friars in fidavit is not from my making
aniany personal
and makes them as good as new.
pigs $5.507; bulk sales $7.457.80.
their march northward on their misor ill Will against Dr. Cook,
Market
Died on Train Near Raton C. C. sion for the cross; as substantial and mosity
Sheep
Receipts 2,000.
from
a sense of justice to the pubbut
western
steady. Native $2.404.75;
Keener, son of the late F.A. Keener, imposing today as when erected by
a Denver, millionaire, died on a San- those master builders over three and lic."
$2.654.75;
yearlings $4.405.40;
Shore affidavit:
ta Fe train near Raton yesterday.
lambs, native $4.25(7.25; western
f
centuries ago. This building
"During the summer of 1907 I was $4.257.10.
Keener was on his way home to die was also the object of the visit today
with Oscar F. Blanken-ship- ,
conversing
his
and
mother
and
from Silver City
of General Diaz and President Taft.
me that while near
who
told
his wife were with him.
The seals and record book? for noAs a fitting culmination of the ex Mount
knew of Dr. Cook's taries public for sale
he
McKinley
The
Tomorrow
and
Cloudy Tonight
by the New
Presitwo
the
visits
between
of
change
weather bureau predicts cloudy weath- dents today and in district contrast to alleged ascent of the mountain but Mexican Printing Company at very
er for tonight and tomorrow. Yester- the social functions which attended that from his very short absence from reasonable rates. Seals for incorporfor him ated companies are also handled. Call
day the maximum temperature was 71 the stay of President Juarez in Mex the launch it w'as impossible
in at or
return
and
ascent
to
the
made
have
address the New Mexican Printdegrees, and last night the minimum ico, when corn cake was the principal
fas 41 desrees. The relative humidity article of food for the presidential that time.
ing Company,' Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"Blankenship is now a forestry servat 6 o'clock last evening was 22 per table, Is the banquet tonight in the cusice man at Stapekin, Wash. Since
cent.
tom home in Juarez. For the preparaFailor has stove pipe and sets up tion of the delicacies for the occasion, having this conversation I met S. P.
stoves, east side Plaza, phone B 138. President Diaz sent, his chief steward Beecher and talked with him about
the matter. He said to me: 'That is
Funeral of Adra Brooks The funerand chef from Chepultepec castle, a
al of 3 year old Adra Brooks, the daugh- man who
right, but he said they were not saying
formerly served in the same much about the feat that the ascent
ter of Captain and Mrs. Brocks of Cerin the palace of King Alfonso
had never been really made."
rillos street, will be held on Monday capacity
of Spain. The silver for the occasion
Services at the house,
forenoon.
is also from Chepultepec
and was
LETTER LIST.
which will be held at eleven o'clock
will be private. Interment will be in brought to Juarez under special guard.
List of letters remaining uncalled
The flowers for the decorations came for in
the National cemetery.
the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
in a special express car from, the City
M., for week ending Oct. 16, 1909.
More Good Advertising for Santa
of Guadalajara and the decorators
If. not called for within two weeks
of the
number
Fe The October
came from Mexico City. The carriages
will be sent to the dead lettei
Santa Fe Employes' Magazine devotes in
which the Mexican president and they
a
office
to
of
its
at Washington:
pages
eight
description
of Santa Fe by
L. Brad- party paid a call on the President of
Sa. Da Francisco.
Anarbas,
ford Prince. The article is well writ- the United States and in which Mr.
Emilio.
Apodaca,
ten and splendidly illustrated, giving Taft and party returned the visit to
Baer, Miss Lucy.'
among other pictures good views of General Diaz, were shipped from the
Jno.
Barbrick,
the new depots in this city and at presidential stables at Mexico City.
Becker, R. S.
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Grocery

Bakery

g

The largest

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
QUANTITY AND TRIED
THE QIML1TY OF OUR

and most
complete
line of
groceries in
the city

BAKERY DEPARTMENT

.

We handle all kinds
of hay, grain and feed
J

F. Andrews,

Phone No. 4.

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

Phone

&

No. 4

one-hal-

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
ufurs and hides for rugs and robes

r

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
General
FRANK F GORMLEY Merchandise
Phono black
SANTA FE. N. M.

436 Canon Road
19

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN

TUTCD AT C

T7Y

RESIDENCE
NIOHT PHONK
PICTURE

RED

Given Careful
Personal Attention

V'K

188

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

RED,

SATISFACTORILY

V

Lamy.

Failor makes ventilators and smoke
pipe, east side Plaza, phone B 13S
Bean Thresher Arrives A steam
threshing machine for beans has arrived in Santa Fe intended for B. S.
Fhiilips, the lumberman on the Ramon Vigil grant. The fact that, a
steam thresher is necessary gives an
idea of the wonderful success being
achieved in raising beans on dry
farms. From 45,000 pounds upwards
have been raised by every one owning
a dry farm in that section. They are
receiving about four cents a pound for
the beans.

130
DONE.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Telephone 85
Screened Raton Lump,
Screened Monero Lump,
Screened Cerrillos Lump,

$4.50 per Tori
$5.25 per Ton
$6.00 per Ton

'

CIUDAD JUAREZ BECOMES
CAPITAL FOR SECOND TIME.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes. Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A., T. & S. P. Depot
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CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

g
V?

fcQUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

j

'FOR FIVE CENTS

0,

rt

visit the store m receive a free souvenie'
.We will shortly have in a full liae of
Mexican Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each

All Ladies who

K

M

tt
tf
ft
a

J.
301-30-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELAMO Proprietor.
San Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N, M.
3

Diaz

Ample Protection.

This is the second time in history
that Ciudad Juarez has been the temporary capital of the Republic of Mexico,' but under widely different cir-

NAVAJO AND

A

A

Great Preparations Made for the Reception of Presidents Taft and

cumstances.

In 1866 when Bonitfc Juarez., constitutional president of Mexico, was
driven in defeat before the troops of
Maximillian,
emperor of
the Mexican people, he took refuge
and established his capital in the little
city that lies across the international
boundary stream from El Paso. For
almost a year, surrounded by a small
band of half starved, poorly clad and
almost defenseless patriot soldiers,
the president of the Mexican republic
waited and hoped and watched for the
aid that he expected from the United
States; there, after wearying waiting,
he finally rallied his forces and set
out on the return march to the City
of Mexico that finally resulted in a
brilliant victory at Quaretaro over the
emperor and his foreign troops; the
execution of the emperor and the
of the Mexican republic.
There was no preparation for the
coming of the first president who
made 'Ciudad Juarez the temporary
'capital of Mexico; unheralded and

TAFT AT BANQUET REAFFIRMS
EMPHASIZES HIS PROMISE.
(Continued From Page One)
a pioneer people,; possessing the characteristics of the frontiersmen to
whose lot fell the duty, of blazing the
trail to the land of homes, the tiller
of the soil, together writh which naturally travel the institutions of learning and of commerce activity in the
development of the earth's resources
of coal, of iron, timber, and preci
ous metals a bountiful supply of which
is found within our boundaries.
The proficiency with which these
sturdy pioneers did their duty is best
exemplified by the fact that we have
a population which has Increased from
sixty thousand to four hundred thousand we have at least 50,000
who have located, within our
midst within the last few years and
found the tilling of the soil pfltable.
we have timber which under th.
policy of conservation and ordinary
business discretion and care will when
developed fill the wants and requirements of millions of the populous
east. We have dozens of cities well
governed, up to date, energetic with
all
of the modern
conveniences
and public utilities that population
and property will justify Albuquer
que is a fair example. We hava institutions of learning a credit to any
state. We have a common school
system, public schools, open, free and
available for every child. We have
lands for the homeseeker who is energetic and desires to reside within
our midst, raise a family of healthy,
robust children and enjoy the benefits
of an exhilirating atmosphere, Itself
a providential endownment of nature.
Our population, is of a cosmopolitan
character; some are native born;
some have been reared and educated
within these hills and valleys; many
are homeseekers, home builders, captains of industry coming from the
best young blood of the valleys of the
Ohio, and the Mississippi, from the
mountains of the Alleghanies to the
Rockies the germ of sectionalism
home-seeker-

Berry, E. E.
Bledden, Mr. John.
Cen a, Mr.. Lina.
Dewall, W. S.
Edmodez, Mr. Agustin,
de Gonsalez.
Elliott Barry Mfe Co.
Filomano, Macedomio.
Fitzgerald, Mr. George.
Fraqiu, Mr. John O.

Fuller, Robert

care
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Fulton, J. A.
Curule, Miss Helen.
Gueterez, L.. .J. G.
Harvey, Mr. Georsa.
Jones, Mrs. F. C. .
King. Mrs. Rebeca R., (2).
Kirven, Mr. Richard.
Lewis Mrs. Thos.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON

October 19th
'

..

Lopez, Jose

G.

;

'
,..".-Lucero, Mr. H. S.
McCormick, Mr, Espin A., (2).
Mandeville, King Co. '
Mandley, Mr. Edward.
;;
; Montolla, Don Juan.
.vGonsales, Ujemio.
Montoya, Don Florencio, care; Felipe
Lopez.
Ortiz, Miss Gualupita.

SOUS
A
AND
HIS BAND

;

'

Pitney,

O. S.

MR. JOHN PHILIP SOUSA,
Romero, Felipe.
Sals, Mrs. Fulgencio.
,
Conductor
.. Sals, Mr. John.
Assisted by Miss Frances Hoyt, SoSilver Mine Co., Sierra Nevada Paso
prano; Miss. Grace Hoyt, Mezzo-Soprandel' Norte and Santa' Fe. N. Mex.
Miss Florence Hardeman,
Signori Frattelli Valente Dustiano Violinist; Mr. Herbert L. Clarke,
e danta.
:;
Cornetist.
The Famous Mexican Hair Grower
and Invigorator, Mexican .Drug Co.
The Musical Event of the Season
Vigil, Miss Miguelita.
In calling for these letters please Ooe fare
the R mnd Trip cau
be Obtained Over the New
state whether "advertised" or not.
s.: b. grimshaw,
Mexico Central
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MULLEN DECIDES TO GO TO,
IOWA AND STAND TRIAL.
Gives the Iowa Authorities a Twen-- .
Hundred Dollar Bond
ty-fiv-

POPULAR PRIUEN
75c $1.00 and $1.50
Sea's ow selling at
FISCHER'S DRUG STORE

EXCHANGE

BOARDING

for Appearance.
:
:
HOUSE
According to me latest report the
PJaza.
E.
S.
G.
Corner,
R.
Mul
drawn
between
battle
long
len and the Iowa' authorities who Meals 35c Board by week 16.00
Mrs. Willey, Pr o
sought to extradite him, is now at an

